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Welcome to A Hundred Gourds. Our journal's name is taken from a haiku by Chiyo-ni (1703–1775), who 

is widely regarded as one of the greatest haiku poets of the Edo period:  

 
 

Haiku Editor – Lorin Ford  

Haiga Editor – Aubrie Cox  

Expositions Editor – Matthew Paul  
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Webmaster – Jim Sullivan  
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Haiku in Earth Language  
 

 

Yoshiko McFarland, the creator of Earth Language, has selected ten haiku from the September 

2012 issue of A Hundred Gourds to translate into Earth Language and render in the unique style 

of her ‘pictograph’ haiga. The results are delightful, intriguing, thought-provoking and, we hope, 

educational as well. Thank you, Yoshiko, for providing a very stimulating feature for AHG’s 

readers.  

 

Readers, prepare to engage with something a little different!  

— Lorin Ford, haiku editor  

 

 

 
 

 

‘reflecting’: haiga by Yoshiko McFarland 

 

 

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/
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What is Earth Language? 

 

Earth Language is a new thinking and communication method, with written symbols for 

meanings and for vocal sounds, based on nature and humans' common elements. Each Earth 

Language symbol can be shown in multiple methods, such as in voices, hand signs, body signs 

etc. applied from the shapes of written bases. Earth Language has its grammar to fit with visual 

thinking, also some special methods for convenience in the future global world, such as rational 

ways to make logos or short forms, and to classify various things.  

 

Haiku in Earth Language  

 

Haiku can be written with Earth Language symbols, too! If you become familiar with Earth 

Language basics, you'll find out how convenient it can be for creating haiku: before finding just 

the right word for your haiku inspiration, you can note your feeling or image in the Earth 

Language bases, connecting the basic elements of your image with a hyphen. Later you can 

select your best word for the part. In this way, Earth Language could help your new creation in 

various ways. If you become interested in Earth-Language expressions through these examples, 

please give it a try yourself, and have fun! The Earth Language Dictionary will be a useful 

resource for you.  

 

Earth Language is based on visual thoughts and nature but not on vocal sounds and culture. To 

be effective in that peculiarity, and also to show a variety of the Earth Language possibilities, I 

have chosen ten haiku for these translations and pictograph haiga renditions. Imagining each 

author's thought, I enjoyed these transformations. Even though most of you have never known of 

Earth Language, I hope you'll come to understand and enjoy it through these haiku pictographs 

 

— Yoshiko McFarland  

 

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/dic/dic.htm
http://www.earthlanguage.org/
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splitting the rock’: haiga by Yoshiko McFarland 
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used bookstore  

I shoplift a line  

from the poetry section  

 

Marianna Monaco - U.S.A.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I like the expression of shoplift here. I also sometimes feel like that myself. The Earth Language 

(henceforth, on these pages, EarthLan) symbol for poem is a combination of heart/thought and 

(musical) strings, because it is a thing that could vibrate a harp in one's heart. When the author 

sees a particular line from a poem in an old book, her heart resonates with it. The elemental bases 

of strings are line and space, so in the pictograph, the line can visually work well for this scene.  

 

In EarthLan,there is no verb base by itself. Instead, two kinds of verb marks systematically make 

all kinds of verbs, joining symbols/phrases to show some situation/action. Because of this 

system, you can easily recognize which part is the verb/predicate of a sentence and how it works 

in the sentence. You’ll find the base overlay verb marks here.  

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/english/defi/gcverb.htm
http://www.earthlanguage.org/dic/gde.htm
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frosted cobwebs ...  

Grandma embroiders  

the past  

 

Claire Everett - U.K.  

 

 
 

Frosted cobwebs are beautiful, although spiders are actually not there in this frozen season. 

Through the beauty and absence of the owners, the author recalls her grandma and her 

embroidery. In the pictograph, her grandma is overlapped with a spider on the web.  

 

Spider can be shown by two simpler symbols connected with hyphen: bag-8 legs. But don't you 

think that the single spider symbol looks like a spider? So many EarthLan symbols miraculously 

happen to look like a simplified picture of each meaning, even though they’re made from an 

overlay of the elemental meaning bases.  

 

You can see more insects and their EarthLan symbols here.  

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/illust-dic/insects.htm
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approaching Rapture  

our basket packed 

for blossom viewing  

 

paul m. - U.S.A.  

 

 
 

 

Since this haiku emphasizes Rapture using a capital letter, the EarthLan translation also uses a 

font-size trick: gradually enlarging happy symbols to visually express approaching Rapture. 

EarthLan sometimes allows a visual expression for a phrase instead of using the grammar. 

Especially for haiku, this can add more fun, can’t it?  

 

In this pictograph, I tried to put some concrete contents in the basket; no such things are in the 

original haiku, but each reader can imagine what might be packed into the basket. These are what 

I imagined.  
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as the window opens light 

 

Jack Galmitz - U.S.A.  

 

 
 

This short line impresses bright light. So the EarthLan translation takes a visual effect to 

emphasize light. In this pictograph, I tried to open the window of my heart, and then light shot 

into it. In Earth Lan, the base-overlay of heart-light means hope. Open your window, so hope 

can flow into your heart!  

 

EarthLan uses special brackets for multiple purposes. This translation has an example of 

brackets that bind a sentence showing how it modifies in the total line.  

 

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/english/defi/bracket.htm#definition
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spring breeze 

I name every butterfly  

Chuangzi  

 

Bob Lucky - Ethiopia 

 

 
 

Chinese philosopher 荘子is called in many different ways, usually Zhuangzi in English but 

Chuangzi also, while a Japanese person reads the character as Soushi. Here I follow the author's 

way. Chuangzi lived around the 4th century BCE, and his legend of the butterfly dream is 

popular even among western haiku poets. In the legend, Chuangzi was a butterfly with happy 

wings forgetting all about being a human in his dream. When he awoke from the dream, he was 

Chuangzi, and wondered if being the butterfly was real and Chuangzi was just a dream. The 

author plays with the Dao image, while watching butterflies in Ethiopia!  
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EarthLan has a phonetic system too. This haiku gives us an example of how to write a name in 

an EarthLan sentence. Using the same bases but distinguishing the phonetic part from the 

remainder, EarthLan shows how to pronounce a name in its phonetic system.  

 

In this translation, the phonetic part is bound by phonetic phonetic brackets. Phonetic brackets 

also have other functions such as making a logo or a short form for the sound of a name, by 

overlaying phonetic bases on top of the right-phonetic bracket.  

 

 

 
 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/english/phone/phome.htm
http://www.earthlanguage.org/english/phone/pbracket.htm
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trapped 

inside my head  

this dragonfly  

 

Robert Epstein - U.S.A.  

 

 
 

I imagine that this dragonfly has grown in the author’s head, and might start to seek a way to get 

out into nature. The author sees inside himself through the dragonfly's eyes too.  

 

The head-symbol is made by the overlay of something important-existence, and the shape looks 

like a round head on the shoulder; also the eye-symbol is the combination of important and 

sensory-organ, totally shaping like a human's eye. As in these examples , the EarthLan symbols 

for the main parts of a human body are like simplified pictures. So it's easy to memorize them!  

 

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/illust-dic/bodyparts.htm
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skinny dipping 

a full moon  

ripples in the lake 

 
Benjamin Moeller-Gaa - U.S.A.  

 

 
 

I imagine that the reflection of the moon makes the author naked, removing all his clothes and 

perhaps even his material body. So now he is purely spiritual to become one with the moon's 

spirit, as this pictograph shows. 

 

The moon changes its shape from nothing to half, to full and again to half ..., and the symbol is a 

compound of easily recognizable and simple moon shapes. The wide L shape base in the lake-

symbol means place, and is used for making a variety of symbols relating to a place in nature or 

the human world.  

 

http://www.earthlanguage.org/dic/10.htm
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after a quarrel – 

our eyes meet  

in the keyhole 

 
Magdalena Banaszkiewicz - Poland 

 

 
 

Our eyes meet in the tiny space, because our hearts get back closer, rebounding after getting far 

away from each other. A cute moment! The pictograph focuses on that moment, forgetting about 

explanatory parts.  

 

The base of double-edged lines represents plural; and when overlaid with a noun or a pronoun 

symbol, it changes that meaning into its plural. However, unlike in English, you need not 

overlay this symbol for every plural noun in EarthLan. Only when you need to distinguish 

singular or plural do you distinguish by modifying with 1 or overlaying with the plural symbol. 

Ideograms do not always need definite or indefinite articles, either.  
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black water pond 

how deep 

the crow's eyes  

 
Sanjukta Asopa - India 

 

 
 

The author is looking into the depth of nature, and the pictograph emphasizes the depth using the 

concentric circle too around the deep pond in black.  

 

In this EarthLan translation, I used an exclamatory expression . The large circle symbol is used 

not only for a circle or globe but also to create an abstract term that works systematically. Color 

symbols were made with that circle. There are various color symbols and other abstract symbols 

that we use in Earth Language.  

 
  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/english/defi/idiom.htm#Exclamatory
http://www.earthlanguage.org/dic/33.htm
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Yoshiko McFarland has been developing Earth Language since 

1988 just after immigrating to the USA, and managing the Earth 

Language website since 1996. In 1999, she started a poem section 

there to show examples of Earth Language translations of others' 

short poems adding each pictograph. Through this work, she has 

occasionally enjoyed making her own haiku using the name, ‘hoo’.  

 

Yoshiko was a herbal batik painter in north western Japan until 

1987, making various commissioned works and many private 

exhibitions mainly with the theme of the ancient and mythological 

world, searching history and hidden or living remains for millenniums around the local area. She 

published a story book, Kamos (the mother goddess of ancient Japan) in 1987.  

 

Earth Language is a result of listening to the ancient people and nature voices.  

 
 

Further reading and viewing: 

 

1.Yoshiko McFarland’s Archive of Poems and Pictographs in Earth Language  

 

2. Yoshiko McFarland’s Facebook Earth Language Page  

 

 

  

http://www.earthlanguage.org/
http://www.earthlanguage.org/
http://www.earthlanguage.org/artworks/kamos1.htm
http://www.earthlanguage.org/artworks/kamos1.htm
http://www.earthlanguage.org/poem/poemhome.htm
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Earth-Language/195352887143377?ref=ts&fref=ts%20
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                                        fish                      fish  

mountain stream              popping 

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

a mountain, a lake and 

MEEEE 

MEEE 

MEE 

ME  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  

 
 

 

arcing through the mist 

a rainbow  

trout  

 

Jay Friedenberg - USA  

 
 

 

ripples swallowing ripples the trout  

 

Warren Gossett - USA  

 
 

 

voices carry  

from faces unseen – 

stones skipped across water 

 

Scott Owens - USA  
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we tell our stories … 

the pace of paddle boats 

in the park 

 

Ben Moeller-Gaa - USA  

 
 

 

on the lake 

cygnets straggle … 

school excursion 

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 
 

 

great blue heronry  

a schoolboy in a kayak  

stands up to preen  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

ripples … 

the echo after 

the heron  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA 

 
 

 

summer rock pool 

                          and all of me – 

                                                    midday sun  

 

Patricia Prime - New Zealand  
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dead sea i get as dirty as she wants me to 

 

Roman Lyakhovetsky - Israel  

 
 

 

hidden behind 

the masseuse's silk screen 

intimate laughter  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

river song  

the sound of you slipping  

through my fingers  

 

S.M. Abeles - USA  

 
 

 

with grade-five rapids 

we each pause to reflect 

the wild goat and I  

 

Rodney Williams - Australia  

 
 

 

dripping tap 

an ant 

abseils  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  
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the camera scans  

from tan to tan:  

fifteen all  

 

Helen Buckingham - UK  

 
 

 

baseball kind of day 

even the girl in a skirt 

has a glove  

 

June Rose Dowis - USA  

 
 

 

sunny afternoon 

all the shady patches 

fill with people  

 

Helen Davison - Australia  

 
 

 

summer picnic  

my son finds beetle tracks  

in the butter  

 

Tracy Davidson - UK  

 
 

 

what a hush ...  

in the doorway of my son's room 

a spider spins the web  

 

Magdalena Banaszkiewicz - Poland  
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dog days – 

the boy crawls under 

a parked truck  

 

Geethanjali Rajan - India  

 
 

 

Nebraskan wind 

the sound of ocean 

in the corn  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  

 
 

 

cat’s cradle ...  

I still see your face 

in the summer wind  

 

Angela Terry - USA  

 
 

 

dust-covered sheep 

bleat around our car ...  

the drovers' white teeth  

 

Helen Davison - Australia  

 
 

 

windless day 

a whole landscape  

shimmers in the river  

 

Nathalie Buckland - Australia  
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embroidered hedgerows – 

the yellow fragrance 

of summer  

 

Máire Morrissey-Cummins - Ireland  

 
 

 

line dried sheets – 

all night we sleep 

in sunshine  

 

Elaine Riddell - New Zealand  

 
 

 

first star 

I see tonight 

... firefly  

 

Jeff Hoagland - USA  

 
 

 

the child 

behind the warrior – 

fireflies  

 

Simone K. Busch - Germany  

 
 

 

summer night 

lights flashing 

in mason jars  

 

Ben Moeller-Gaa - USA  
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a glimmer  

on the leaden sea 

we search for the sun  

 

Geoffrey Winch - UK  

 
 

 

stormy weather an ipad kind of day  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  

 
 

 

under water 

a tam tam 

being pounded  

 

Jack Galmitz - USA  

 
 

 

at the end of each lap 

I wipe the window  

– Fuji across the bay  

 

Jennifer Fell - Australia  

 
 

 

jutting rocks 

the boom of a breaker 

toppling upwards  

 

Jan Dobb - Australia  
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marina sunset 

we show our children how 

to hurry up  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  

 
 

 

a Mexican wave 

rolls along the breakwater 

my new sunhat  

 

Helen Davison - Australia  

 
 

 

heading home slack waves on a turning tide  

 

Stuart Quine - UK 

 
 

 

after the storm – 

        their palm tree 

                our coconuts  

 

Al Fogel - U.S.A.  

 
 

 

summer's first rain – 

drop by drop i relish 

my loneliness  

 

Arvinder Kaur - India  
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weekend rain 

my parakeets watch me 

in cobra pose  

 

Dawn Apanius - USA  

 
 

 

summer rain 

the poppies keep their thoughts  

to themselves  

 

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  

 
 

 

it rains down my ruthless side  

 

Brendan Slater - UK  

 
 

 

green plums 

we talk of everything 

but the future  

 

Cara Holman - USA  

 
 

 

windy corner 

where the phone booth  

used to be  

 

Bill Kenney - USA  
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eat wave of a dog's tongue  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  

 
 

 

wailing cuckoo  

a street child at the junction 

dances for us  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

crossroads 

I wait for the cool wind  

to go first  

 

Suhit Kelkar - India  

 
 

 

what are you waiting for flood tide  

 

Al Fogel - USA  

 
 

 

a ripening tomato 

in the palm of Buddha ...  

almost sundown  

 

Tzetzka Ilieva - USA  
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beyond the prow the long green river unwinds me  

 

Annette Makino - USA  

 
 

 

unbroken clouds 

I focus 

on what I don't owe  

 

Deb Baker - USA  

 
 

 

hermit crab 

my collection of 

empty boxes  

 

Annette Makino - USA  

 
 

 

two ghost crabs 

stretching a minnow 

budget talks  

 

Bill Cooper - USA  

 
 

 

seeping into my summer dream woodsmoke  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA  
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sunlit oak stump 

a zebra spider 

jumps through time  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

counting the rings … 

a scar 

from an ancient fire  

 

Mark E. Brager - USA  

 
 

 

pointing to the moon 

breathing in 

a scent of jasmine  

 

Liz Nakazawa - USA  

 
 

 

gathered in the mosque 

for wedding vows – 

a spider weaves its web  

 

Ken Sawitri - Indonesia  

 
 

 

gourd vines ...  

a pregnant woman prays  

at the dargah* 

* a Sufi Islamic shrine  

Arvinder Kaur - India  
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pregnancy test 

the weight of hope 

in our silence  

 

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK  

 
 

 

coming to terms 

with our childlessness 

summer's end  

 

Peter Newton - USA  

 
 

 

end of summer 

colors fade away 

with the butterflies  

 

Kavya Kavuri - India  

 
 

 

bat chatter 

in the firewheel tree  

starry night  

 

Leanne Mumford - Australia  

 
 

 

cactus flower the bat’s snout deep in moonlight  

 

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  
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backyard lightning bugs – 

what it must be like to live 

among the stars  

 

Scott Owens - USA  

 
 

 

a child’s voice 

lingers over the field ... 

remaining heat  

 

Diana Teneva - Bulgaria  

 
 

 

hovering beside the screaming tilt-a-whirl dragonflies  

 

Matthew Cariello - USA  

 
 

 

rejection letter 

puffball dust scatters 

across the primrose path  

 

Elizabeth Howard - USA  

 
 

 

the sable iris last blackbird dusk  

 

Claire Everett - UK  
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calling for the cat 

at dusk — stars emerge 

one at a time  

 

Anne Tourney - USA  

 
 

 

starry night 

she says she needs 

a little space  

 

Bill Kenney - USA  

 
 

 

Indian summer ...  

in the letter you ask about 

my hair colour  

 

Magdalena Banaszkiewicz - Poland  

 
 

autumn the color between green & brown  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  

 
 

change to autumn 

in the letterbox 

overnight rain  

 

Peter Macrow - Australia  

 
 

dry leaves the road in between fire and rain  

 

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands  
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leaf litter feeding the fear  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

unseasonal warmth –  

fragrance of cedar 

in the leaf litter  

 

Elaine Riddell - New Zealand  

 
 

 

in a holding pattern 

above the Chesapeake 

... virga  

 

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA  

 
 

 

departure lounge 

my daughter clicks  

her heels together  

 

John McManus - UK  

 
 

 

new kid in town 

that local accent 

too soon my own  

 

Carolyn Coit Dancy - USA  
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woodland brome 

bend with dew –  

crescent moon  

 

Máire Morrissey-Cummins - Ireland  

 
 

 

my name on her badge nightshade berries  

 

Sandra Simpson - New Zealand  

 
 

 

haiku poet's grave 

pointing at the harvest moon 

a stone angel  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

harvest moon ...  

I wander in the mist 

between seasons  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

the last to leave shadows in the mist  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia  
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white skyline 

reading the script 

of swallows  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  

 
 

 

mom saved nothing 

no handprint in brown clay 

lone goose flying high  

 

Liz Nakazawa - USA  

 
 

 

tracing the contours 

of mountains 

my mind wanders  

 

David Rachlin - USA  

 
 

 

loneliness – 

each peak wrapped 

in its own mist  

 

Sanjuktaa Asopa - India  

 
 

 

orange sunset 

our long shadows 

collecting firewood  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia  
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first frost 

the smell of wood smoke 

in my dog's fur  

 

Andy Burkhart - USA  

 
 

 

bottom of the racecourse 

a fox  

waits for nightfall  

 

Jennifer Fell - Australia  

 
 

 

two weeks 

after the funeral 

her hebe turns black  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

autumn sun 

in the shaving mirror  

trying not to wince  

 

Peter Macrow - Australia  

 
 

 

night frost 

a marine struggles with 

his Texan accent  

 

Roman Lyakhovetsky - Israel  
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twilight moon 

a wrong turn 

takes me home  

 

Carolyn Hall - USA  

 
 

 

         kids              the                  chest 

wii           dodge           falling               nuts  

 

Helen Buckingham - UK  

 
 

 

a moth hole in my sweater 

room for moonlight  

 

David Rachlin - USA  

 
 

 

in an antique mirror I meet my future self  

 

Stuart Quine - UK  

 
 

 

kittiwake's cry ...  

old scars whiten 

the whale's back  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  
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dinosaur bones the weight of the past in our hands  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

roadside ravens ...  

she tells me 

of her tough year  

 

Marshall Bood - Canada  

 
 

 

pruning Oregon grape ...  

the stubbornness  

of an old grudge  

 

Tzetzka Ilieva - USA  

 
 

 

pollarded trees – 

discovering routes out of 

our new neighborhood  

 

Carolyn Hall - USA  

 
 

 

matted leaves 

the welcome mat at the door 

worn thin  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  
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deep autumn 

all the colors 

underfoot  

 

Ann K. Schwader - USA  

 
 

 

sickle moon 

letting the cat out 

and the night in  

 

June Rose Dowis - USA  

 
 

 

the loon's call tomorrow's echocardiogram  

 

Peter Newton - USA  

 
 

 

a sock hole 

tucked underfoot … 

dark of the moon  

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

last rites  

the sound of conch 

stirs the autumn’s dusk  

 

Ramesh Anand - India  
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coyote wind … 

so many shadows 

shifting shape  

 

Deborah Barbour Lundy - USA  

 
 

 

a coyote howl 

in this dark night 

the sleep of spiders  

 

Tricia Knoll - USA  

 
 

 

suddenly snow 

Christmas 

before Halloween  

 

Frances Jones - USA  

 
 

 

moonlight in Vermont  

a street musician  

blowing snow  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  

 
 

 

on life support 

in the operating tent 

the sound of one line  

 

Robert Henry Poulin - USA  
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old moon 

how pale 

death is  

 

Mary Hind - Australia  

 
 

 

death vigil – 

the no color month 

of November  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

a night too dark to hear what you say  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

we dismantle 

the unused crib … 

starless sky  

 

John McManus - UK  

 
 

 

through an empty nest 

on a bare branch – 

pieces of moon  

 

Geethanjali Rajan - India  
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huddled 

in its white feathers …  

an owl's stillness  

 

Sasa Vazic - Serbia  

 
 

 

deep winter 

the cherry trees 

incognito  

 

Annette Makino - USA  

 
 

 

cold night 

i am shivered  

 

Duncan Richardson - Australia  

 
 

 

winter chill 

the fridge 

gives a cough  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

graveyard shift –  

the snap 

of a mousetrap  

 

Rodney Williams - Australia  
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setting sun 

crows tear apart  

the orange  

 

Natasha Adams - Australia  

 
 

 

an orange          the width          of a sunset  

 

Victor Ortiz - USA  

 
 

 

dark shadows  

trying to make sense  

of her x-ray  

 

Tracy Davidson - UK  

 
 

 

one night stand 

a log in the fireplace 

breaks in half  

 

Ernest Wit - Poland  

 
 

 

fresh-raked coals 

she takes her father's will 

out on her children  

 

Stewart C Baker - USA  
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New Year’s morning 

in the mirror 

last year’s face  

 

Annette Makino - USA  

 
 

 

frozen river ...  

deep within, the words 

we never said  

 

Carol Judkins - USA  

 
 

 

troops on both sides a snow-covered bridge  

 

Garry Eaton - Canada  

 
 

 

ice on the lake 

the moon 

shines on itself  

 

Michael Rehling - USA  

 
 

 

snowbound in a cabin of your demands  

 

Robert Epstein - USA  
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winter solitude she seats me where I can watch the desserts rotate  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

the day after snow 

receiving 

a job offer  

 

Nu Quang - USA  

 
 

 

one goldfinch 

on the bittersweet bough 

Valentine's Day  

 

Carolyn Coit Dancy - USA  

 
 

 

empty house 

I find loneliness 

in every room  

 

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK  

 
 

 

winter morning – 

         we drive through 

         a tunnel of mist  

 

Kumarendra Mallick – India  
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egg moon even the dream guide stumbles  

 

Beverly Acuff Momoi - USA  

 
 

 

Good Friday the itch in my palm as I accept the check  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

softer skies 

the arguments 

of small birds  

 

Ann K. Schwader - USA  

 
 

 

robinsong 

again I introduce myself 

to the next door neighbor  

 

Carolyn Hall - USA  

 
 

 

incessant chortles ...  

a whipbird calls its mate 

to the bath  

 

Petrus Heyligers - Australia  
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clear blue sky 

the wren 

muddies the puddle  

 

Leonie Bingham - Australia  

 
 

 

I expand 

each spring 

the thrush sings  

 

Jack Galmitz - USA  

 
 

 

spring melt 

all my regrets 

pulled out to sea  

 

Michael Rehling - USA  

 
 

 

walking a road 

I drive daily 

nothing familiar  

 

Owen Bullock - NZ  

 
 

 

study window 

I measure an inch worm 

through the glass  

 

Andy Burkhart - USA  
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cloudy night 

the chandelier 

twinkles  

 

Mary Hind - Australia  

 
 

 

night rain 

she pulls the hoodie 

over her tiara  

 

Helen Buckingham - UK  

 
 

 

cherry blossom rain 

tears wash over 

her prom makeup  

 

Randy Brooks - USA  

 
 

 

spring rain rippling this otherworld  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

the sky  

shares the puddle 

with pine needles  

 

Brad Bennett - USA  
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spring breeze my pen drifts across the page  

 

S.M. Abeles - USA  

 
 

 

holding on 

to the child in me 

blossoms again  

 

Ramesh Anand - India  

 
 

 

dream catcher ...  

weaving through shadows,  

the scent of spring  

 

Carol Judkins - USA  

 
 

 

reaching deeply 

into the moment 

fresh mint  

 

Angela Terry - USA  

 
 

bullf 

rawg 

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  
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evening breeze 

the lilac scent  

of mother’s funeral  

 

Elizabeth Howard - USA  

 
 

 

his promotion – 

the frog croaks 

morning, evening  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 
 

 

sweet breezes a snowfall of apple blossoms  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

rain at last –  

I realise how I’ve missed 

the frog  

 

Nathalie Buckland - Australia  

 
 

 

morning tai chi 

beneath the oak trees 

she moves my eyes  

 

Randy Brooks - USA  
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through chained link and shrubbery i bark back  

 

Terri L. French - USA  

 
 

 

alone in twilight 

the tai chi apprentice 

breaks the wind  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

late love – 

suddenly 

greenery  

 

Robert Kania - Poland  

 
 

 

water ripples 

hiding my wrinkles 

gentle breeze  

 

Karen O'Leary - USA  

 
 

 

required to 

reveal my age 

moss-draped oaks  

 

Carolyn Hall - USA  
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spring cleaning  

wiping the fingerprints 

off the sky  

 

Stanley Siceloff - USA  

 
 

 

cleaning day … 

a grapevine tendril twists 

through the mop head  

 

Leonie Bingham - Australia  

 
 

 

spring tune-up ...  

he tells me how his brother 

became paraplegic  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  

 
 

 

worm moon 

the dark 

breathes green  

 

Ann K. Schwader - USA  

 
 

 

planting petunias – 

part of me tucked 

into the earth too  

 

Karen O'Leary - USA  
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cloud shift 

turning thoughts of him 

into the garden  

 

Dawn Apanius - USA  

 
 

 

spreading grass seed 

her hair 

finally growing back  

 

Vera Constantineau - Canada  

 
 

 

even before i could wish you were gone dandelion  

 

Sanjuktaa Asopa - India  

 
 

 

May breeze 

blowing this field of dandelions 

to one o’clock  

 

Maeve O'Sullivan - Ireland  

 
 

 

the play of shadow 

across a pasture – 

Holstein cows  

 

Jay Friedenberg - USA  
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an art of shadow – 

the thin moonlight 

in between leaves  

 

Pravat Kumar Padhy - India  

 
 

 

wanderlust 

a snail blazes a trail 

on the moonlit stone  

 

Ernest Wit - Poland  

 
 

 

in the midst  

of monotony  

– yellow butterflies  

 

Michael Henry Lee - USA  

 
 

 

heat shimmer … 

Mr Darcy's white shirt 

wet from the lake  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

smothered in face cream 

grandmother reads 

A Wrinkle in Time  

 

Terri L. French - USA  
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mayfly 

so little  

time  

 

Al Fogel - USA  

 
 

 

intimate with daemons I embrace the night  

 

Stuart Quine - UK  

 
 

'Round Midnight 

a 5-7-5 haiku 

so square  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  

 
 

 

pulling back 

from darkness 

dusk's         dispersing         clouds  

 

Thomas Powell - N. Ireland  

 
 

 

somewhere 

in that mass of cloud 

a few of your cells  

                                  - for Brian  

 

Owen Bullock - NZ  
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the open road ...  

wild ponies gallop 

into clouds  

 

S.M. Abeles - USA  

 
 

 

cloud mass 

those secrets kept 

within the family  

 

Jennifer Sutherland - Australia  

 
 

 

cirrus clouds – 

combing Mother’s hair 

on visiting day  

 

Natasha Adams - Australia  

 
 

 

new jar of cayenne- 

the years it took me 

to get here  

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

a blue jay's strident call 

sounding its arrival … 

Beijing Opera  

 

Nu Quang - USA  
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Imperial city — 

in the gong's echo 

mobile ringtones  

 

Minh-Triêt Pham - France  

 
 

 

hearing aid – 

grandma now complains  

about the squirrels  

 

Geethanjali Rajan - India  

 
 

 

late evening 

the neighbor's band finally 

getting it right  

 

Ben Moeller-Gaa - USA  

 
 

 

hearing myself  

called the old guy ... 

the end of spring  

 

Bill Kenney - USA  

 
 

 

mayfly and june beetle 

in a sidewalk crack 

time stands still  

 

Vera Constantineau - Canada  
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       first 

     cast 

  the 

pen 

cranes 

 her 

   neck  

 

Brendan Slater - UK  

 
 

 

talk of my friend's 

friend's early death 

laid aside as we climb  

 

Garry Eaton - Canada  

 
 

 

stone cairn – 

leaving the past 

where it belongs  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

oncologist’s aquarium the goldfish know  

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 
 

 

sipping stale coffee the same sparrow as yesterday  

 

Sanjuktaa Asopa - India  
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crematorium 

early and late mourners 

compare deaths  

 

Duncan Richardson - Australia  

 
 

 

your empty room – 

behind the curtains 

a rush of rain  

 

Louisa Howerow - Canada  

 
 

 

singles party 

dancing the cha-cha-cha 

with my shadow  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

a little less 

lonely together 

cyber café  

 

Peter Newton - USA  

 
 

 

recycling bins 

on our street 

too much of everything  

 

Louisa Howerow - Canada  
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flooded gutter 

a magpie drinks 

its shadow  

 

Quendryth Young - Australia  

 
 

 

a toppled crane 

hanging over  

everything  

 

Carolyn Hall - USA  

 
 

 

lunar eclipse  

in our mosque 

the Imam's silver voice  

 

Heike Gewi - Yemen  

 
 

 

lunar eclipse the missed calls list blinking  

 

Roman Lyakhovetsky - Israel  

 
 

 

The Phantom of the Opera — 

by my side 

the emergency exit  

 

Minh-Triêt Pham - France  
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rainforest 

the slender ash reaching  

for a patch of sky  

 

Gavin Austin - Australia  

 
 

 

old growth forest 

the sheen of sunlight 

buttering the leaves  

 

Liz Rule - Australia  

 
 

 

no obituary 

no memorial 

just felled  

 

Robert Epstein - USA  

 
 

 

shall we not care 

the smell of sawdust 

in the spring rain  

 

Ernest Wit - Poland  

 
 

 

free fall between dreams lost sister  

 

Beverly Acuff Momoi - USA  
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mirrored  

angles help resurface 

morning’s dream  

 

Susan Diridoni - USA  

 
 

 

the ranges road 

morning mist trapped 

in valley treetops  

 

Gavin Austin - Australia  

 
 

 

at the fringe of the galaxy 

an oriole  

extols his clime  

 

Helga Stania - Switzerland  

 
 

 

dark matter 

some things I forget 

to remember  

 

Cara Holman - USA  

 
 

 

stardust the truth about me and you  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  
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rolling dice ...  

the difference between a real 

and a painted star  

 

Tzetzka Ilieva – USA  

 
 

 

incoming hail 

Kirk would have used 

a cloaking device  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

in the courtyard 

of tranquility 

a gum wrapper  

 

Liz Nakazawa - USA  

 
 

 

nothing’s sacred I bow my head  

 

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands  

 
 

 

new temple – 

Buddha of Boundless Light 

under halogen lamps  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  
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winks with his right  

winks with his left 

ten thousand things  

 

Suhit Kelkar - India  

 
 

 

the morning sun lost behind his Wall Street Journal  

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

 

all    the    places    i    am  

being    video    monit 

ored    all    the    places  

 

Alan S. Bridges - USA  
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Encaustic  

 

Deb Baker - USA  

 

 

Sitting on the warm bricks of my front steps, yesterday’s April mist feels far off and I think 

about the way some memories seem so vivid until we speak them aloud and someone else recalls 

his version and our own details don't stick. The interjection is wax on the canvas – it settles into 

the pores of our recollection and resists our attempts to paint over it.  

 

Reading a book whose author interviewed centenarians about their lives decades before, when 

they served in World War I, I try to remember my 17, 18, 19 year-old self. She yearned to be 

someone, to do something important. I don’t remember clearly a single conversation she had at 

the time; no event takes precedence over others in the jumble of images and emotions that stir up 

and settle in layers.  

 

Japanese maple— 

leaves uncurl 

as they always have  
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Air Guitar  

 

Johannes S. H. Bjerg - Denmark  

 

 

"Can you do that?"  

 

"Do what?"  

 

"Tune an air guitar."  

 

"Well, of course . . . Damn, I broke a string."  

 

"Good. Then we can get some quiet around here."  

 

Liberation Day 

I light a cigar 

for granddad  
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Autumn Dreaming  

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 

 

Brother fire, sister wind— 

 

 

Rowing on Swan Lake, I think of a story about St. Francis. In it, a fierce wolf terrorized the 

small town of Gubbio, prompting the people to go up to Assisi and ask for help. St. Francis went 

looking for the wolf, and when he found it said, “If you will stop attacking Gubbio, the citizens 

promise to give you ample food for the rest of your life. If you agree, give me your paw.” And 

the wolf gave him its paw.  

 

But what really makes us brothers and sisters? I wonder as white-topped Mt. Aeneas comes into 

view. Then I have it. It’s what Emerson called the NOT ME, the terrible presence of absence, 

connects us all: dots in a faceless universe, including the stars. Of course, St. Francis would 

never think of it that way . . .  

 

Thirty miles away, across the Mission Mountains, is the ghost of Glacial Lake Missoula created 

by a gigantic ice dam ten thousand years ago. One day the dam burst, and at 70 mph a 300-foot 

wall of water began its long journey to the ocean, scouring out town-sized potholes in the desert 

landscape of what is now eastern Washington. On the coast, Indians woke up to a distant roar 

which grew louder all morning. Six hours later, casting his fishing net into a stream, one looked 

up and saw it coming, a crown peaking between two mountains, studded with trees and boulders 

like so many jewels. I like to think the fisherman opened his arms to this emissary of the NOT 

ME, as it swept him away.  

 

cry of a loon 

             slitting the day moon— 

                                        one thin cloud  
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Portrait of a Lady *  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 

 

Zangmo sits by the window of her daughter’s flat. Willows lining the street swish to and fro with 

each passing vehicle. A fire engine, with lights flashing and sharp bursts of siren, forces the 

morning traffic to the edge of the road. A delivery van pulls up outside the building. Zangmo 

winces at the loud clang of metal trolleys carrying crates of beer to the restaurant on the ground 

floor. The delivery man bangs shut the van door and is gone in a plume of fume.  

 

Ichor of sunlight leaks through the haze. A sudden breeze funnels empty cigarette packets, drink 

cans and paper bags down the street. Zangmo looks at the unremitting gray of the city sky and 

feels the rain.  

 

“Your breakfast is getting cold. I’m off to work. The cleaner will be here soon,” her daughter 

calls out as she rushes out the door.  

 

Zangmo sighs. It's almost six years since her husband died and she has come to live with her 

daughter in the city. She walks over to the table. The tea is tepid; the omelette is pale and 

wrinkled on the plate. She wraps the omelette and some bread in an old newspaper and leaves for 

the Memorial Chõrten on the hill.  

 

Out of breath after the climb she rests a while on a wooden seat near the Chõrten. She breathes 

deeply, calmed by the creak of prayer wheels and the murmur of mantra. A white-haired man in 

a yak wool coat thumbs his prayer beads and smiles at her. A young nun, in saffron robe raises 

her hand in greeting. Soon, stray dogs gather around her. Zangmo hands them pieces of omelette 

and bread.  

 

The wind picks up. The prayer flags around the Chõrten flap frantically. Again, Zangmo smells 

rain. She closes her eyes. Her memory works like grief . . . She is back on the teak balcony of the 

farmhouse. The late spring air is filled with the smell of chili and cucumber seedlings and the 

lowing of cows soon to calve. Her husband is whistling in the field.  

 

sound of the waterfall 

flows from his flute— 

the street musician 

 

* with apologies to Henry James   
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Relics  

 

Glenn G. Coats - USA  

 

 

I want a guitar that has been around, played in living rooms and dorm rooms, passed from uncle 

to nephew, brother to sister, closet to pawn shop. I want a guitar with a neck well oiled from the 

sweat of human hands, its face scratched from fingernails and picks. I want hairline splits in the 

sides like the first signs of aging in a face. I desire a guitar made of maple and spruce, wood that 

has aged so the notes are clear and ring crisp in the air like bells. I no longer want perfection.  

 

winter moon 

dish water cracks 

in my hands  
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High Places 

 

Ellen Compton - USA  

 

 

The body protests and breath comes short, but he urges me on so I scramble the last few yards to 

the top, aches and all. And the world rolls out before me. On a shoulder of the slope below, a 

small pond mirrors the blue of a cloudless sky. In the distance a river winds its way over a grassy 

plain, then is lost in the far hills. At length I drop my walking stick and bring out the sandwiches. 

He fills my cup. Together we follow the downward circles of a hunting hawk.  

 

rippling breeze 

wild berries 

in my lemonade  
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Under your Nose  
 

Claire Everett - UK 

 

 

We’ve been a part of each other’s lives from the beginning, but I think you took it for granted I was 

always there for you. Getting you to really pay attention to me was quite a different matter. Crazes, 

homes, jobs, lovers, all came and went. When were you going to wake up and realise I was a constant in 

your life?  

 

The things I had to resort to get you to notice me over the years. In the dark times you’d listen to me, so I 

settled for that. It was enough to be there, to figure in your life at all.  

 

Then something changed. I don’t know if it was your age, the realisation that you were going nowhere 

fast, but suddenly, yes, I was there! I’d been here all along. You’ve got a certain glow about you now. 

You smile more. You say I take you places you've never been before and that’s without leaving the house 

. . .  

 

time out 

from yourself 

leave the engine 

ticking over, breathe 

the mountain air 

 

gauzy-winged 

all that shimmers the surface . . .  

willow breeze 

the gentle tug 

of the moorings 

 

between the in 

and the out-breath 

a thought finds you . . .  

voices of leaves 

pulse of rain 

 

the ache in your knees 

and in your ankle,  

the moss-covered rock 

that is the zafu . . .  

return to the breath  
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Tom Painting - USA  

 

 

Remains  

 

The solo road trip across the high plains was intended to be cathartic. Mile after mile of nothing 

to do but listen to oldies station and think of her. “Hey, you’ve got to hide your love away.”  

 

tribal land 

vultures circle 

the blue  

 

 

 

 

Autumn Clarity  

 

She wore Ambush. So, this evening at the poetry reading, when I caught the scent, I looked up 

expecting to see the girl I remembered, only to find a stranger in the youth of old age.  

 

annual garden 

the cosmos 

gone to seed  
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The Farmer’s Wife 

 

Carol Pearce-Worthington - USA  

 

 

Mother and I perch on the sofa: nice weather a bit warm haven’t had much rain how’ve you been 

ok and you, fine—silence . . . Uncle Dell wears a white bulb in his ear, still can’t hear. Mary 

offers thin cookies, a farmer’s wife in a clapboard house a block from Main Street. Some months 

or maybe years later, Uncle Dell is taken to an institution in Madison. Mother finds him there 

dazed and wandering while Mary, left in the deepening silence of her home as Dell sinks into the 

mud of his years, Mary drying up alongside the cornstalks in nearby autumn fields, and having 

no weight of her own and no one to cook or bake for and no one to stop her, Mary flies off 

unnoticed among butterflies and the down of wildflowers.  

 

summer's end 

her breath ruffles 

the dream catcher  
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Improvisations* 

 

Patricia Prime - NZ  

 

 

He decided to write something every day, without missing a day, for one year. Nothing was 

planned. He’d take up pencil and paper, and write anything that entered his head. Whether it was 

nine in the morning, or nine at night, whether or not he’d just delivered a baby, or had been for a 

swim. The seasons of the imagination were his inspiration. There was neither spring nor summer. 

Scenes were extrapolated, heightened, transformed from his life during this, his thirty-fifth year. 

There are glimpses of him as husband, father and doctor,  

 

feeling her tummy— 

a tiny foot kicks 

 

of his wife cleaning house, or of him chasing after children. There is the corpse in the morgue, 

the woman in labour, the newborn child, the squinting at cheap prints in the houses of his poorer 

patients. Some of the writing is obscure, partial, disguised – a way of making the reader slow 

down and engage the writer in the act of seeing what might be called the “common” freshly, 

discovering it for the first time.  

 

beneath a redwood 

turning to Leviticus 

 

* Kora in Hell: Improvisations by William Carlos Williams  
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Far From the Fields  

 

Nu Quang - USA  

 

 

1.  

 

In the Ellis Island Immigration Museum, I stroll from room to room, enchanted and moved by 

what I see: pictures of immigrants’ families, the ships they came in and their passing through the 

inspection process. I also feel deeply by the displays of the sleeping area, luggage and clothing of 

the Nineteenth Century.  

 

sunlit harbor 

the Statue of Liberty’s 

everlasting smile 

 

 

 

2.  

 

When I enter the college registration office, I finally see my first computer. I’m told the best job 

openings are in computer science. However, computers are a foreign language to me. As an older 

adult, I just can’t force myself to learn something I know nothing about, especially in my 

borrowed tongue. So I decide to go with my heart: to major in English.  

 

Szechuan restaurant . . .  

choosing no star 

for the spiciness 

 

 

 

3.  

 

Richard my college classmate and I like to have long talks at a café over the weekend. One time 

he tells me about his older brother.  

 

"I remember talking to him on the phone while he was serving in Vietnam." Richard says. "Did 

he go to the field?"  
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"No. He worked in an office in Saigon. My mom liked to say, ‘He’s chasing girls there.’" "It 

seems that your mom didn’t lose much sleep over him."  

Richard shrugs.  

 

Vietnam Wall 

he pays his tribute  

to fellow soldiers  
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Ringside  

 

Ray Rasmussen - Canada  

 

 

What do I think of Western Civilization? I think it would be a very good idea.  

~ Mahatma Gandhi  

 

Civilization began the first time an angry person cast a word instead of a rock.  

~ Sigmund Freud 

 

 

civilization – 

anything us,  

nothing other 

 

1. Sunday Morning 

 

I open Time Magazine to an image of Afghanis in the town of Mazar-I Sharif [1] . A circle of 

robed, turbaned men sit cross-legged on a dirt floor. They’re leaning forward, intent on ring 

centre, holding their hands up with money, offering bets. A bare light bulb casts a muted glow on 

a white-bearded man who is prompting two quail into a fight.[2]   

 

blood red 

the winning bird’s  

beak 

 

 

2. Sunday Afternoon 

 

Super Bowl time. Friends, hands holding beers and reaching for snacks, are intent on the TV 

screen. I list our bets – who will win and the score spread. The referee blows a whistle and the 

announcer shouts, “Kickoff!”  

 

cheers and boos – 

a player carried  

off the field 
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3. Sunday Evening 

 

TV News: Sitting in a semi-circle, left and right wing commentators present information on the 

election that seems obviously embellished, if not outright false. I’m hoping that my side of the 

political continuum does a better job and that they show up those bastards for the liars they are.  

 

washing my hands 

the face of a stranger 

in the mirror 

 

 

 

Notes:  
[1]  Photograph by Qais Usyan, “Afghan Spectators watch a quail fight in Mazar-I Sharif, 

Afghanistan,”Time Magazine, December 7, 2012.  

 
[2]  Quail fighting is a popular hobby and a gambling game in Afghanistan. Two birds are placed inside a 

circle and made to fight each other until one of the birds runs out of the circle and the bird that stays is 

declared the winner. Taken on March 28, 2013 from “Afghanistan, November 2011,” The Big Picture 

Website and from The Montreal Gazette Online, December 7, 2012. Photo can be seen at 

http://raysweb.net/ekphrasis/quailfight.jpg  
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Zen/Shmen 

 

Mike Rehling - USA 

 

 

A famous koan in Zen is that: “If you meet the Buddha on the road, kill the Buddha!”, and it is 

obviously not to be taken literally, as taking a life is very much against the teachings. The true 

meaning of this koan is as varied as the person reading it, but for me it simply means the ‘true 

Buddha’ is the one that resides in you, and can’t be experienced externally, or through any other 

person. The spirit of this is encapsulated in another truism: “If you know you’re humble, then for 

sure you’re not.”  

 

if you meet the Buddha give him a hug and promise a lollipop 

 

It’s my meditation time. I place my cushions in the center of the room, face east, as is the 

mundane custom, and after lighting candles and incense, I cross my legs and allow my hands to 

assume a comfortable position. Just as I enter a deep state of quiet and all my little muscle aches 

finally disappear into my practice, I hear a door from another room open and footsteps head 

toward my quiet meditation area. It’s the three year old from down the way, who has invited 

herself in, and now, while desperately looking for ‘company’, enters my room. Without stopping 

for an instant she grabs one of the incense sticks and begins dancing around the room, waving it 

in the air and softly singing a child’s song to herself.  

 

a dancing Buddha splashes candle wax on my toe  
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Rocamadour  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 

 

I am not particularly religious, but when I enter churches in Europe – above all in France – my 

ancestry takes hold. Ancient superstitions resurface; the weight of old souls bears down. I feel 

the concave stone, scuffed by those who’ve come before, beneath my feet; hear the flare of 

tapers, lit by Crusader monks, even when I’m alone. On this day, I am beneath an overhanging 

rock in the pilgrim church of Notre Dame. The air wraps the nave in a cloak of coolness. Were 

my ancestors ever in this place? I wonder. Or did they remain in Argenteuil? So many questions 

remain unanswered. I hear running footsteps, the sonorous voice of a teacher directing his 

charges, as they climb the steps from the lower town to worship before the legendary carved 

wood Madonna.  

 

black virgin 

the muffled chatter 

of schoolchildren  
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Naxos Blue 

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 

 

Blue . . . as the sky is blue, a hot blue seen on a scorching day at noon. Blue . . . the Aegean Sea 

is blue, a shimmering blue under the never ending sun. Blue on doors and shutters, on small 

boats in the harbor, on café signs, on domes of churches in the dusty hills. Blue against the glare 

of white stucco buildings, blue against the sheen of white marble steps and sidewalks.  

 

blue and white bowl 

ancient history takes shape 

in my hands  
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sitting in the blind  

with guns across their knees 

they speak in whispers...  

the boy, of love; the old man 

of undiscovered country  

 

Julie B.Cain - USA  

 
 

 

the choreography 

of gulls swooping 

to take a plowed field 

in the movie 

aliens are landing  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

always 

this endless dissection 

of histories...  

another gun attack 

bursts over the news  

 

Stewart C. Baker - USA  

 
 

 

counting blossoms  

scattered by the blast  

in the garden…  

my years flew away  

and the tree is undressed  

 

Diana Teneva - Bulgaria  
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dark too soon  

on this autumn night...  

a wailing train  

heads back to the city 

so far behind me  

 

Rodney Williams - Australia  

 
 

 

misunderstanding – 

we speak at cross purposes 

sure in our stance;  

on this mid-summer night 

the bed is cold  

 

Adelaide B. Shaw - USA  

 
 

 

all afternoon  

alone in winter gardens 

realizing 

how cold she has become 

from his silent treatment  

 

André Surridge - New Zealand  

 
 

 

the sun, too,  

must be weak and pale 

this winter morning;  

neither of us rising 

above the cold horizon  

 

M. Kei - USA  
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And it was going to snow –  

petals  

on a wet, black bough 

bending 

almost to earth  

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 
 

 

the slow waltz 

of a few snowflakes 

by my window… 

how many of his gestures 

have I overlooked  

 

Lauren Mayhew - USA  

 
 

 

dance me 

to the children that are asking 

to be born... 

this cold January night 

we waltz for hours  

 

Jessica Latham - USA  

 
 

 

shadows  

of children dancing 

in the street...  

thus do we scatter 

like seeds in a hot wind  

 

Stewart C. Baker - USA  
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searching for words 

in these sunlit badlands 

I dance 

on the razorback ridge 

between truth and magic  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  

 
 

 

in the darkness  

a child waits for her father  

to love her  

the way he says all daddies  

love their little girls  

 

Tracy Davidson - UK  

 
 

 

I am ready to fall 

each time you throw me 

and to stand again 

as if you taught me aikido 

and I were unbreakable  

 

J. Zimmerman - USA  

 
 

 

how hard it is  

to give when a friend 

wants nothing – 

I go to him 

with empty hands  

 

Joy McCall - UK  
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you don’t look dead 

lying there, in your coffin 

just asleep 

      as if your heart still beats 

      in sync with mine  

 

Susan Burch - USA  

 
 

 

in the back 

of a mother's journal 

one soft curl 

from a daughter 

she never named  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

seventeen years 

a good life for a cat,  

she says 

and waits for me to tell her 

that I understand her grief  

 

Beverley George - Australia  

 
 

 

I tell 

the old woman 

about my brother dying 

that’s sad, she says  

and carries on with her story 

 

Owen Bullock - New Zealand  
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I live where  

trees lead a quiet life – 

I read want ads  

search for unfound keyholes  

& suffer pain in public  

 

Sergio Ortiz - Puerto Rico  

 
 

 

reinventing 

her life in a country town  

she adds fresh water  

to the glass vase… 

rearranges the lilacs  

 

Gavin Austin - Australia  

 
 

 

forgive me, roses 

I cut your life 

to save mine 

the garden stems 

weep with the loss  

 

Robert Henry Poulin - USA  

 
 

 

when you didn't return 

I gave the flowers to 

the woman 

getting off the railway train 

who looked just like you  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  
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that first spring he vowed 

never to bring me flowers… 

only a dream 

of an old gypsy caravan 

and a winding road  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

our first kiss 

on this red velvet sofa… 

I hear whispers 

of a forgotten language 

in freshly falling rain  

 

Lauren Mayhew - USA  

 
 

 

sleeping together 

under the frozen veil  

of our universe… 

shadows of ancient fire 

stretch into our dreams  

 

Chase Fire – USA  

 
 

 

dry riverbed 

in a flash of lightning – 

for the first time 

since we touched each other 

she talked in her sleep  

 

Roman Lyakhovetsky - Israel  
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some nights  

we made love,  

slept arm to arm… 

brittle eucalypt  

unwrapped by the mist  

 

Sergio Ortiz - Puerto Rico  

 
 

 

ten years too late 

I've translated the Italian 

he wrote me that Christmas 

I await your presence 

in Soave soon…  

 

Kirsten Cliff - New Zealand  

 
 

 

that old freight train 

known for its graffiti  

on track 

or off the rails 

my husband's tattooed life  

 

Claire Everett - UK  

 
 

 

your gift 

of cultured pearls 

on our anniversary 

imagining our marriage 

is also perfect  

 

Carolyn Coit Dancy - USA  
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the night sky  

empty  

how many times 

did I hear you say 

I am yours, only yours  

 

Johnny Baranski - USA  

 
 

 

boundaries  

don’t suit me – 

disentangling myself  

I leave  

before you wake  

 

Jan Foster – Australia  

 
 

 

better days 

have seen you and me;  

after all these years 

how could we know 

they were watching  

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 
 

 

how slight 

the distance of our chairs 

how wide 

the chasm of our hearts 

how we've unlearned to love  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  
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a library book 

of mathematical proofs 

for one equals one – 

how silly to think 

I could survive this alone  

 

Julie B.Cain - USA  

 
 

 

alone in bed 

reading My Home, No Home ... 

the moans 

of the midnight beast 

grow louder and louder  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

no longer 

do I lament lost youth 

but leaves 

coloring on the maple tree 

seem too much to bear  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  

 
 

 

knowing that haiku 

are all around me 

but these dark days 

I'm just too lost 

to find them  

 

Kirsten Cliff - New Zealand  
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this longing 

to leave behind 

good poems 

          do birds carry 

their burden on wings?  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

just a sliver of moon 

an incomplete poem 

without a closing line  

I wonder what roads you drive 

looking for your way back home  

 

Leslie Rose - USA  

 
 

 

hand-scrawled notes 

on her recipe cards 

mother’s words 

all I need to create  

her memory from scratch  

 

Margaret Dornaus - USA  

 
 

 

another sputter 

of ink across my page...  

this is not  

the first nib I've broken 

on a lump of loneliness  

 

Julie B.Cain - USA  
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sorting  

old papers – 

the one  

sheet I keep 

remains blank  

 

Rodney Williams - Australia  

 
 

 

stirring bones  

on the bottom,  

south to north,  

a river runs through 

the words we don’t say  

 

Steven Carter - USA  

 
 

 

wind chimes 

made from bones 

of killed songbirds 

such is the music 

of our hospitable planet  

 

LeRoy Gorman - Canada  

 
 

 

bits of things 

that make up the day 

a reddened leaf 

a feather, a piece of bone… 

life's incantation  

 

Michele L. Harvey - USA  
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From the open window 

her autumn hair  

rippling 

in the afternoon light 

stone house of the dead 

 

Marian Olson - USA  

 
 

 

dark rocks 

glistening 

under a veil of water – 

the echo 

of ancient prayers  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

overgrown fencerow 

I would complain 

to the neighbor 

but for blue birds feeding  

on purple pokeberries  

 

Elizabeth Howard - USA  

 
 

 

historic cottage 

neglected and falling down 

yet how sweet 

the mulberries 

in the old orchard  

 

Elaine Riddell - New Zealand  
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thinking about 

how I’d like  

to be remembered 

bits of cottonwood fluff 

lodged everywhere  

 

Cara Holman - USA  

 
 

 

sitting in the garden 

with the cat 

and our conversation 

too cool in the shadows 

too hot in the sun  

 

Seánan Forbes - UK  

 
 

 

pretending 

surgery was no big deal 

even  

in the not-so-wild 

a cat will mask her pain  

 

Beverly Acuff Momoi - USA  

 
 

 

the nurse pauses 

he'll be fine, she says 

just fine… 

from the window I watch 

a swallow swoop and soar  

 

Mary Franklin - Canada  
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once I thought 

I could do anything 

be anything 

my eyes trace the path 

of a swallowtail in flight  

 

Cara Holman - USA  

 
 

 

a house spider 

jaunts across the tile – 

the crannies 

yet to be explored 

within these walls  

 

Janet Lynn Davis - USA  

 
 

 

another day 

in the classroom 

time to think 

outside the square 

beyond the wall  

 

Simon Hanson - Australia  

 
 

 

we search  

for even the shadow 

of a God – 

and by the roadside,  

a ragged man, begging  

 

Joy McCall - UK  
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for a nickel 

little boys shined 

his shoes 

      he saw 

      himself in them  

 

Susan Burch - USA  

 
 

 

why this urge 

to reinvent myself?  

with a shovel 

I flip over the mulch 

until it looks new  

 

Janet Lynn Davis - USA  

 
 

 

sailing 

to the wind 

of another's dream 

I long to fly with 

my own spinnaker  

 

Anne Curran - New Zealand  

 
 

 

if this were 

a sea of dolphins,  

this dawn bay  

might be  

my happiness  

 

M. Kei - USA  
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one mandarin duck 

wanders back and forth 

in the canal 

sandwiched between 

rows of window brothels  

 

Chen-ou Liu - Canada  

 
 

 

heart of winter –  

the bare oak bright 

with robins 

all turned toward 

the declining sun  

 

Ruth Holzer - USA  

 
 

 

birdsong!  

how little I know 

or understand – 

it's the horizon that rises  

to meet the evening sun  

 

Kala Ramesh - India  

 
 

 

after seasons 

of searching the world 

for the axis mundi – 

this runnel of starlight 

down my spine  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  
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sixteen years on 

your slurred promises 

still ooze lies 

I bury my sick heart 

in the ash of imploding stars  

 

Sonam Chhoki - Bhutan  

 
 

 

worshiping no one 

under a cathedral 

of stars – 

the nighthawk guides its shadow 

through darkening fields  

 

Chase Fire - USA  

 
 

 

flinging moonlight 

out of the trees 

like milk 

I am for a moment 

more wind than woman  

 

Jenny Ward Angyal - USA  

 
 

 

little changes 

in a world without you 

no one  

forgets my morning coffee 

moonbeams freeze overnight  

 

Maxianne Berger - Canada  
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flying on  

through an empty sky 

my maps destroyed 

by the loss of you  

…only a sliver of moon  

 

Jan Foster - Australia  

 
 

 

moonstruck  

by your silver-tongued  

songs of seduction  

only to discover the lure 

empty come daylight  

 

Cynthia Rowe - Australia  

 
 

 

and you will find me 

where the gate swings between days… 

tints of robin song 

in the east of a dream,  

the lilt of a blackbird moon  

 

Claire Everett - UK  
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As We Start the Final Hill  

 

 

I write my name  

in the frost on my car - 

birdsong 

 

 

Cold seeps into boots and gloves 

Mozart wafts from a window 

 

 

Clouds of warm breath 

hover above the hoods,  

soon disappear  

 

 

10K - the taiko drummer 

as we start the final hill 

 

 

Solo bass begins,  

slowly joined by violins - 

Beethoven flash mob 

 

 

Hush after the movement ends - 

cellphones ring, wrappers rustle 

 

 

 

J. Zimmerman, Santa Cruz, California, USA 

David Sherertz, Berkeley, California, USA  

Ceinwen Carney, Berkeley, California, USA 
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Possums Dreaming 

 

autumn moon 

scorpion high ...  

cold ears 

 

 

grape courage 

dancing the angry tooth 

 

 

fire still glows 

chewing the fat 

sleepily  

 

 

barefoot 

stairs suspend in time ...  

possums dreaming  

 

 

gun dog sniffing 

poetry  

 

 

cockatoo squabble – 

a yellow leaf settles 

on the dusty path  

 

 

 

 

 

A Rengay composed by Gerry Jacobson, Australia and Carole Harrison, Australia, 8th May, 

2013  
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cherryblossomomfullmoonriverofheaventear 

 

 

aha  

by tradition this stone 

flies 

 

slippery this galaxy of me's 

 

 

a chair by The Unending 

so much un 

to face 

 

mailing myself as binary birds 

 

 

tunnel vision 

there's 

this 

one ...  

 

cherryblossomomfullmoonriverofheaventear?  

 

a final yagya the rocket starts 

 

 

boxed 'n' ready 

I slap on a kigo 

and we're good 

 

paradoxically hoovering in a dewdrop 

 

 

yes, and 

three virgins pushed 

from the fiscal cliff 

 

spelling it out: L I L A C S 

 

Johannes S. H. Bjerg, Denmark 
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Kissing Pumpkins  

 

 

first day of spring     Andrea  

a newborn is crying 

to the sky  

 

 

a crocus in her hand     Dietmar  

the young mother  

 

 

on the market square     Valeria  

voices, colours, scents 

mingling together 

 

 

the last incense stick     Andrea  

turns into ashes 

 

 

summer rain      Dietmar 

on the meadow a pair 

of blue shoes  

 

 

a bâton de Jacob*     Valeria  

exchanged for a kiss 

 

 

once again      Andrea 

her sticky tongue 

pushes mine 

 

 

on a harvest waggon     Dietmar  

pumpkins and the sun 
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slightly swaying     Valeria  

in the evening breeze 

pampass grass 

 

 

what are the dreams     Andrea  

of a deaf-mute child?  

 

 

our talk      Dietmar  

about the past and the future 

at a crossing 

 

 

clouds of vapour rise     Valeria 

toward this snow white moon  

 

 

 

*   Sort of éclair (French pastry)  

 

 

 

Andrea Cecon, Italy 

Dietmar Tauchner, Austria 

Valeria Simonova-Cecon, Italy 
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Only For Droids 

 

cosmoport's gate -  

coltsfoot is reaching 

to the sun 

 

 

a nano-shuttle 

sways on the stalk 

 

 

warily 

we take our spacesuits off...  

a springy spring 

 

 

"only for droids" 

a sign on the bar door 

 

 

as usual 

the chip implant shows 

through the skin 

 

 

wherever I go 

I always go North 

 

 

inscrutable 

are the ways 

of radiomutation 

 

 

conscience?  

file not found 
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sex, spice 

and Martian rock - 

ah, the sixth millennium!  

 

 

galaxies rustling 

under our boots 

 

 

almost wet...  

I offer my face 

to the virtual rain 

 

 

in this limbo 

eternal autumn 

 

 

chart topper 

Morituri te salutant 

live 

 

 

screw all these 

parallel realities 

 

 

old as dirt 

a honeymoon 

in Middle Life 

 

 

our tails intertwined 

in the cool grass 
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in falsetto 

the mail bot singing 

to cicadas 

 

 

the last hello 

to Lunokhod-1 

 

 

 

* Verse 6 is a quote from Boris Grebenshchikov's song "Ford (Брод)"  

 

A spring sci-fi imachi renku by  

 

Jenerlen 

Sat 

Sova 

Caia 

 

 

 

 

* 

Только для дроидов  

 

тянется к солнцу 

у ворот космопорта 

мать-и-мачеха 

 

 

на стебельке качается 

нано-корабль 

 

 

с опаской 

отстегиваем скафандры... 

весна как весна 
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"только для дроидов" 

барная вывеска 

 

 

привычно 

проступает под кожей 

вживлённый чип 

 

 

куда бы я ни шёл, 

я всегда шёл на север 

 

 

неисповедимы 

пути радиационной 

мутации 

 

 

где же совесть? 

файл не найден 

 

 

секс, спайс 

и марсианский рок - 

лихие шестисотые 

 

 

под сапогами шелестят 

галактики 

 

 

почти мокрый... 

подставляю лицо 

виртуальному ливню 
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в этом лимбе 

вечная осень 

 

 

хит сезона 

Morituri te salutant 

в прямом эфире 

 

 

да ну их на фиг эти 

параллельные реальности 

 

 

старо как мир 

свадебное путешествие 

в мезозой 

 

 

на прохладной траве 

сплетаемся хвостами 

 

 

фальцетом 

подпевает цикадам  

почтовый робот 

 

 

последний привет 

Луноходу-1  

 

 

*Russian translation  

 

Дженерлен 

Сат 

Сова 

Кая 
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The Hat of the Painter  

 

 

Mount Fuji – 

through the mist up there 

the hat of the painter  

 

 

thin veils of frost 

all round a tin-roof hut 

 

 

in a cheval mirror 

the full moon 

speckled with silver 

 

 

baby’s amber necklace 

snug against her throat 

 

 
 

 

chased away 

by the cameras 

in front of startled shoppers 

 

 

koi rise from shadow 

to gulp at heated air 

 

 

the sound of the fan 

it clicks this way, then that – 

our legs entwined 

 

 

drunk dialling the number  

no longer in service  
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on Hyde Park Corner 

the soothsayer tells us 

a forgotten tale 

 

 

so late the hour 

this tangle of twisting streets 

 

 

flurries of plum petals 

blurring the soldiers 

on their way home 

 

 

white muslin curtains 

set loose a butterfly 

 

 
 

 

gurgling water 

to and fro, a peasant 

in his paddy field  

 

 

the women grab their gowns 

and head across the Ditch  

 

 

Banksy’s graffito 

makes a mockery of 

the whole affair 

 

 

converging on the lunch truck 

a whiff of shawarma beef 
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cold moon 

sapping my milk’s flow 

the infant’s breath with mine 

 

 

heirloom secrets 

in finely stitched quilts 

 

 

disappointingly 

the pianist’s fingers 

short and fat 

 

 

wind in a bottle 

hooked to a long, slow riff 

 

 
 

 

the best malt 

there ever was 

demolished at the wake 

 

 

a merry little jig 

the inbox empty 

 

 

cherry blossom!  

from dawn to dusk blooming 

from dawn to dusk withering 

 

 

our seeds kept safe 

in calico pockets 
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A Tankako renku composed at Issa’s Snail  

between April 5 and May 14, 2013.  

 

 

Verse Allocations:  

 

Barbara A. Taylor, Australia – 5, 11, 14, 18, 21 

Claire Gardien, England – 1, 9, 13, 16, 23 

Mary White, Ireland – 3, 8, 12, 20, 24 

Sandra Simpson, New Zealand – 4, 7, 17, 19, 22 

William Sorlien, (sabaki), United States – 2, 6, 10, 15 

 

 

  

http://issassnail.wordpress.com/
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The Kite Contest  

 

 

frogs, toads — 

the unsuspected beauty  

of their voices 

 

 

a lotus-stem lengthens 

in the mirror lake 

 

 

between the rows 

a flash of knives and hoes,  

women weeding 

 

 

the kite contest begins 

to shouts of glee 

 
 

 

crunching, crunching 

we share pieces 

of peanut toffee 

 

 

her hair all in a flutter 

on a cobble bench 

 

 

snowbound silence,  

just the warmth of 

breathing from their bed 

 

 

bereft of stars 

the winter moon, alone 
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not a hope 

but the fight with cancer 

goes on anyway 

 

 

tea spurts from the child’s mouth 

down his shirt 

 

 

with the squash blossoms 

art students 

drift into the Rialto 

 

 

hovering over the menu 

a late sun 

 
 

 

digging for diamonds,  

is the mud colour 

this deep from blood?  

 

 

by tooth and talon 

they harrow all hell 

 

 

a stubborn battle,  

both cocks end up 

diced in the blanquette 

 

 

fumbling at the keys 

my piano frowns back 
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the stave 

betrayed by moonlight and smoke 

his life as a fox 

 

 

hairs rise on young necks 

the touch of frail grass 

 

 

a burnt clearing,  

hunters and beaters 

ready for the shoot 

 

 

caught in the long jump 

athletes pedal air 

 

 
 

 

tracing down 

the faded spines of books 

a narrowed eye 

 

 

the Master checks the metre 

of my verse 

 

 

our dusty street 

filled with plum blossoms 

and swallows 

 

 

a cool touch upon the pond,  

a rippled breeze 
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A Tankako renku composed at Issa’s Snail  

between April 5 and May 14, 2013.  

 

 

Verse Allocations:  

 

Ashley Capes, Australia – 5, 12, 16, 23 

Bill Dennis, United States – 1, 11, 17, 21  

Kala Ramesh, India – 4, 8, 13, 20  

John Carley, (sabaki), England – 3, 7, 14, 22  

Steven Yaschuk, Canada – 6, 10, 18, 24  

Vasile Moldovan, Romania – 2, 9, 15, 19 
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The Kite Contest – tomegaki 

 

 

“Is there such a thing as post-renku triste?” Bill asks. Yes, there most certainly is. I’ve been 

trying to put a name to the most saddened person – don’t think it was Basho himself, but one of 

his inner circle – who was once so gutted that he opined words to the effect of: “The text that 

remains as a record of the session is just rubbish and might as well be discarded.” Needless to 

say, suitably decontextualised, this has been used down the years by proponents of the 

supremacy of solo verse to show that Basho was in agreement with them.  

 

I’m still a bit battered, and Google won’t play, but I know I’m not misleading you with the 

essentials. One thing of which I’m 100% certain is that in semi-formal Japanese contemporary 

practice it’s a commonplace for participants in a session to achieve ‘closure’ by writing a ‘kanso’ 

(literally something like ‘appreciation’) and the poem leader, sabaki, to do a ditto called 

‘tomegaki’ (more or less: ‘debrief’). It is therefore a great pleasure to read the spontaneous 

comments online. And this is my tomegaki.  

 

I’ve encountered three patterns for renku, all of them proposed since the eighties, which attempt 

to offer a vehicle for writing poetry very closely modelled on Basho’s 36 verse kasen. There is 

anyway a vector for shorter sequences in the contemporary renku revival, but it’s also true that a 

kasen is hard to do well face to face with a really good sabaki. Doing it online with people who 

aren’t particularly au fait can be a nightmare. I’ve seen lots of poems fail under the weight of 

indecision and lack of direction. So shorter is worthwhile for all sorts of reasons.  

 

The ones which get close are the nijuin (20 = 4/6/6/4), the triparshva (22 = 6/10/6) and the 

tankako (24 = 4/8/8/4). All of these permit typical Edo period things like more than a pair of 

verses for any given season, ditto for ‘love’, familiar or ‘rational’ placements for blossom and 

moon verses, and a pretty large overall spread of tones and topics throughout the poem. Crucially 

all claim to be able to accommodate Basho’s significant emphasis on the jo-ha-kyu pacing 

paradigm as applied to the kasen (36 = 6/12/12/6).  

 

It is my belief that the radical three folio (or rather three ‘side’) structure of the triparshva 

remains the most effective.  

 

Less effective is the nijuin. There are difficulties in accommodating the classic ‘jo’ in only four 

verses of the opening – despite the fact that the newfangled yotsumono will teach people how to 

achieve a complete four verse poem. The two six verse centre sections in the nijuin might appear 

to parallel the binary centre sections of the kasen, but they are a very tight space in which to 
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develop extended cohesive passages of verse. And the ending, ‘kyu’ is again overly restricted by 

having only four verses available. This is not to argue that the nijuin is a rubbish proposal, only 

that it lends itself to the production of a different type of poem that the kasen.  

 

The tankako retains the squeeze on the first four verses. But the last four verses can be extended, 

or anticipated, by moving the first intimations of the ‘rapid close’ into the close of the second 

part of ‘ha’. And this in turn is possible because the twin eight verse centre sections (ha), as our 

poem demonstrates, can indeed accommodate a fairly comprehensive movement from one set of 

emotional colour to another, and back.  

 

This last point is significant in that we do well to retain a residual awareness that a principle 

aesthetic driver of the fundamentally anti-thematic nature of Basho-style renku is that it comes 

from Shingon ideas of ‘mandala’ and Zen ideas of ‘10,000 things’. Or as Falstaff might have 

said: “The more the merrier!” 

 

– John E. Carley    
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New Moon Powers  

 

 

high-pitched calls     barbara  

of plovers at dawn  

a dew drop sparkles  

 

 

the old fisherman     eiko  

now smells a whale  

 

 

from this perspective     barbara  

space shuttle wingspans  

scrape past pine trees  

 

 

hopscotch diagram     eiko  

no longer traceable  

 

 

new moon powers     barbara 

as women with placards  

reclaim the night  

 

 

such lingering heat, yet    barbara  

we dance our circle dance  

 

 
 

 

 

a queer silence     eiko 

the White House tinted  

by late-fall colors  
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after the cocktails     barbara  

attraction grows  

 

 

nobly nonchalant,     eiko 

her fingers tremble 

over his bandage  

 

 

the boardwalk shakes     barbara 

to the wedding march  

 

 

an undertaker      eiko 

asks me to change  

the funeral hours  

 

 

through days and through nights   barbara 

incense still burns  

 

 

true heavenly blue,     eiko 

summer flowers will hide 

the monastery  

 

bright moons spout     eiko 

from a water fountain  

 

 

hey diddle, diddle,     eiko 

the cat throws a party for 

the dish and the spoon  

 

undeserving Felix     barbara 

laps it up with verve  
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her robust fragrance     eiko 

a double-petal blossom 

glides off intact  

 

 

lamenting Spring     barbara 

together on lush green  

 

 
 

 

 

plunged into darkness    barbara 

mountains laugh at 

this path of totality  

 

 

hurrah for the domes’ return    eiko 

to the Tokyo Station!  

 

 

ticket to ride      barbara 

but a young terrorist 

ignores his mission  

 

 

a cold lemon      eiko  

in the deeper pocket  

 

 

snow-flocked branches    barbara 

block the entrance 

to the village hall  

 

 

my dusty Robert Frost    eiko  

falls from the bookshelf  
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between the covers     eiko  

kisses I know not 

on a faded photo  

 

 

entombed embers     eiko  

flare up in her eyes  

 

 

from the children’s choir    barbara 

at the eisteddfod  

pure harmony abounds  

 

 

let it ooze into rains     eiko 

voices of dune-crickets  

 

dinosaur on the wall     eiko  

the cloud keeps me awake 

in the moonlight  

 

 

ebbs and flows slowly swallow   barbara 

this long lonely night  

 

 
 

 

 

for the sake of fuga*     eiko 

he lived homeless  

treading narrow roads  

 

 

I notice simple lines     barbara 

scratched on a cardboard box  
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can we clean      eiko 

toys, photographs and dreams 

cleaner than before?  

 

 

silky ribbons of breeze    eiko  

drift into tsunami zones  

 

 

in the rock pools    barbara 

of the babbling Cherry River 

gold dust glints  

 

sunrays tranquil, too     eiko & barbara  

our morning yoga……  

 

 

 

*Fuga usually means elegance and refinement, but Basho used this term as a synonym of haikai 

or renku, in which poets endeavor to create poetry from each of their truest hearts.  

 

A Kasen renku composed, through consensual session, by Barbara A. Taylor, Australia, and Eiko 

Yachimoto, Japan, between 9 July, 2012 and 29 January, 2013.  
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Tomegaki  

 

 

Writing always calls for reading. A writer always feels a reader back in her mind. During this 

consensual linking composition each of us took turn being a reader and a writer. Yet it is always 

the case that I start to pay attention to future readership when the completion of a renku draws 

near.  

 

For this kasen, Anton Chekhov, the 19th Century Russian writer, somehow emerged towards the 

ending as an imaginary reader. I would ask myself, “Will Chekhov accept this link?” Why 

Chekhov?  

 

Masakazu Yamazaki, a Japanese scholar, once said:  

“Some lines in Chekhov’s drama work as what is called a link in a renga. Each line allotted to an 

actor often sounds almost like a soliloquy with no logical connections. Yet, if you read closely, 

you will find an emotional link, so to speak."  

 

Sai-ichi Maruya, a literary critic, responds to him:  

“Sure we can understand it as a haikai technique called nioi-zuke, a scent link.”  

 

The following portions (a and b) of our kasen are Chekhov-like :  

(a)  

 

#10  

the boardwalk shakes  

to the wedding march  

barbara 

#11  

an undertaker  

asks me to change  

the funeral hours  

eiko 

 

A sense of tension and nervousness felt by a person facing critical moment of life connects these 

two verses. Does the space between the two thus work as an underground channel to enter the 

unconscious? 
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#12  

through days and through nights  

incense still burns  

barbara 

 

#13  

true heavenly blue,  

summer flowers will hide  

the monastery  

eiko 

 

#14  

bright moons spout  

from a water fountain  

barbara  

 

Good eyesight of an innocent yet mischievous soul tends to discover tiny miracles here and 

there. Enjoy how the incense-smoke spirals, wafts and drifts to dye all colors of flowers into the 

sacred blue, how golden moons are mass-produced in a mid-night park with the jolly beat and 

rhythm extending further to #15 & #16.  

 

#15  

hey diddle, diddle,  

the cat throws a party for  

the dish and the spoon  

eiko 

 

#16  

undeserving Felix  

laps it up with verve  

barbara  

 

(b) 

 

#26  

entombed embers  

flare up in her eyes  

eiko 
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#27  

from the children’s choir  

at the eisteddfod  

pure harmony abounds  

barbara  

 

#28  

let it ooze into rains  

voices of dune-crickets  

eiko 

 

 

Neither in our dreams nor in renku, do things happen logically. Brilliance of romantic love just 

reignited is transferred to the even more brilliant eyes of singers and audience in #27.  

 

This link shows how you can link and shift at the same time. I had expected a further 

development of the romantic love first, but another voice in me responded strongly, "Renku to 

satisfy rules only, renku to blindly follow any given template is not poetry.”  

 

Then I became convinced of Barbara’s offer.  

 

Let us reconfirm that renku is rather anti-storytelling. Renku is supposed to be breaking jewels of 

words directly relevant to real life and true world.  

 

Now I would like to discuss the quality of Barbara’s verses.  

 

The verse 16 about Felix, is Chekhov-like, for its “modern and charming selfishness”. Having 

appeared onto the Russian literary scene after Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Turgenev and all those who 

wrote capital letter Literature, Chekhov seemed to have headed for small letter literature, dotted 

with irony, humor, minimalism, and wry findings from cruelly scientific observation of our 

often-uneventful everyday life.  

 

His shift from tradition reminded me of the shift from renga to renku. Then I began to understand 

why Chekhov emerged in me towards the completion. Barbara A Taylor, my co-traveler is a poet 

with vivid images and strong words based on her cool judgment. Her verses are solid and frugal 

in the way they are stripped of cluttered and unessential concerns, my weakness as a writer when 

producing English composition.  
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I now challenge to discuss Barbara’s moon verse at the fifth position, which has become the title 

of this kasen.  

 

Normally six verses in the first folio are supposed to be general and mild. I admit I was under the 

spell of Barbara’s hokku, with high-pitched calls, when I accepted quite an innovative moon 

verse at the traditional moon position. It could have been so easy to turn down the verse for the 

reason that journalistic verses on specific incidents are prohibited in the first folio. Yet around 

the globe, many women are protesting - their (our) economic, social, spiritual and political 

freedoms are still not gained, which is, sadly, a general plight.  

 

Even though this verse was based on a specific incident, it could be read as a verse about 

common yearnings in women’s hearts. I believe that Barbara’s new moon gains the dignity of a 

nature verse. The existence of a slender bow moon, pure gold against the indigo sky, penetrates 

into my heart with the chill of the street.  

 

I acknowledge the power of our hokku governing not just the first moon but the whole journey. 

We started with the anxious calling and the anxiousness was intermittently switched off by slow-

breathing verses:  

 

“lingering heat” in #6, “burning incense” in #12, “lamenting Spring together on lush green,” and 

“ebbs and flows” in #30, are beautiful and effective but the renku has been still under the control 

of the hokku only until the tranquility in ageku liberated the kasen.  

 

It is fortunate that the word; *tranquil *or no-do-ka is included in the list of spring kigo.  

 

I wish Chekhov could have discovered the genre of renku. He was said to have kept track of his 

childhood memories, small ideas and little incidents that happened in his life in a series of 

notebooks. Indeed, he could have contributed rich links to a renku composition and more 

importantly the renku could have lightened up his spirit.  

 

Eiko Yachimoto, Yokosuka City, Japan  

14 February, 2013 
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Tomegaki  

 

 

My verses have been deeply analyzed, and I am most grateful for Eiko's critical analysis of our 

rhythmic images in this kasen. It was a great privilege to write with someone so subsumed by the 

lyrical patterns and a satisfactory outcome of our journey. I have learned to be patient, rethink, 

revise and attempt to finally step with ease to the same tune as my very experienced sabaki. My 

kigo knowledge has been expanded.  

 

Travelling together at speed was essential. I loved how we moved, our links and shifts, all the 

way to a happy and peaceful conclusion. Again, my thanks to Eiko and her structured insights 

into the plotting of our poem.  

 

Barbara A. Taylor, Mountain Top, NSW, Australia  

14 February, 2013  
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Up Before Dawn  

 

deepening twilight - 

the bedroom window 

open just an inch     patricia  

 

something of the sky 

in the Michaelmas daisies    andre 

 

the box opens and 

a dozen Monarch butterflies 

open their wings     vanessa 

 

against the dead tree 

a steer scratches its neck    rodney  

 

rising  

among hot air balloons 

the summer moon     andre 

 

beside the sunlit road  

a fruit stall’s honesty box    patricia  

 

cycling veteran 

up front in the basket 

a Jack Russell      rodney  

 

both hard of hearing now 

she sits and holds his hand    vanessa  

 

sparkling 

at lunch with the girls 

her diamond ring     rodney  

 

fleeting sunshine 

on Wordsworth’s Windermere   vanessa  
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in her photograph 

from the Australian outback 

she holds a snake     patricia 

 

as grandma’s about to speak 

the whine of a chainsaw    andre  

 

clouds cross the moon 

in a brush-master’s wash 

of blue-black ink     rodney 

 

the toddler’s curls 

peeking out from his beanie    vanessa  

 

in the back yard 

we lose the shuttlecock 

over the fence      patricia 

 

across the water 

the dome of a mosque    rodney 

 

in the Mughal painting 

quince blossom made from 

hundreds of rubies     vanessa 

 

the smiling teenager 

applies pink primrose lipstick   patricia 

 

with chopped parsley 

the first new potatoes 

rolled in butter     andre 

 

delaying the milk-truck  

a one-legged rooster     rodney  

 

up before dawn 

for the last push 

up the mountain     vanessa  
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the scent of essential oils 

on the masseuse’s hands    andre  

 

in this heat-wave 

a Clydesdale flicks his tail 

at a fly      rodney 

 

the whole family goes eeling 

down at the creek     vanessa  

 

the way hair falls 

in her eyes makes his fingers 

itch for scissors     andre 

 

lovers loiter on the deck 

whispering in fading light    patricia  

 

on his cheek 

that moth-touch tingle 

from her eyelash     rodney  

 

the static from the trampoline 

makes mum jump     vanessa  

 

autumn moonlight 

a drift of cinnamon 

on hot chocolate     patricia  

 

crackle of twigs 

on the backyard bonfire    andre  

 

years later 

she finds pressed leaves 

in her first book of poems    vanessa  

 

on the computer screen 

their cat’s random typing    rodney 
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a night at the movies 

and all he does 

is munch popcorn     vanessa 

 

making springtime music 

ukuleles on the waterfront    patricia  

 

at the fountain 

ducklings paddle 

through petals      rodney 

 

a dewdrop on the peach 

she whispers a blessing    andre 

 

 

 

 

A Kasen renku composed by Vanessa Proctor, (sabaki), Australia, Patricia Prime, New Zealand, 

Andre Surridge, New Zealand and Rodney Williams, Australia  

 

 

Kanso  

 

Our renga was written by a group of friends (some of whom have not met face-to-face): two 

from New Zealand and two from Australia. It was conducted over a period of about two months 

via email by poets new to the genre. The renga/renku is a Japanese form of popular collaborative 

linked verse and its development in the Southern Hemisphere is quite recent. As far as I am 

aware, the only venue in which the form has been published ‘downunder’ is in the NZ journal 

Kokako. 

 

Patricia Prime    
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Ferris Gilli - USA 
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kris moon - Japan 
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kris moon - Japan 
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kris moon - Japan 
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Terri L. French - USA 
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Adelaide B. Shaw - USA 
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Adelaide B. Shaw - USA 
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Marjorie Buettner - USA 
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haiku- Sonam Chhoki : watercolour – Michael Kawalewski 
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haiku- Sonam Chhoki : watercolour – Michael Kawalewski 
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Margaret Dornaus - USA 
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Simone K. Busch - Japan 
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Simone K. Busch - Japan 
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Simone K. Busch - Japan 
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Fonda Bell Miller - U.S.A 
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Against Pretty Lies: Veracity in Haiku  

 

by Hamish Ironside 

 

mi ni shimu ya 

naki tsuma no kushi o 

neya ni fumu 

 

Piercing chill— 

stepping on my dead wife’s comb 

in the bedroom [1] 

 

 

This haiku by Buson has been widely reprinted and celebrated, in its English form. Taken at face 

value, it is a very good haiku; and there is a case to be made for only taking it at face value. 

However, one rarely finds it reprinted without a note attesting to the fact that Buson’s wife was 

alive and well when he wrote the haiku in 1777 (and went on to outlive him by 31 years). 

Knowing that, it’s difficult to regard the haiku in the same way. Why is this? And does knowing 

this make it seem more or less great?  

 

I associate the ‘face value’ approach to a text with Roland Barthes’s ‘death of the author’ 

conceit: this is to say that one is to entirely disregard the provenance of a text and simply assess 

the text qua text. [2]  

 

This contrasts with the ‘metatextual’ approach to a text. It is important to note that it is not 

necessary to commit to either the Barthesian face value reading or the metatextual reading. There 

is a purity to the Barthesian position that I like very much. However, it would be extremely 

difficult to put the principle into practice, other than as an academic exercise. What it asks of us 

is that we read ‘without prejudice’; but the very act of choosing a text is an act of prejudice. 

Bookshops are arranged by genre, and genre preferences are only the most obvious of the many 

kinds of prejudice involved in choosing a book. Book reviews, customer reviews, familiarity 

with favourite authors, publisher blurbs, jacket design and countless other factors can all come 

into play. The act of choosing a text can be regarded as a kind of contract, with the text bound to 

fulfil certain expectations of the reader, based on the reader’s prejudices.  

 

In the case of Buson’s haiku, the fact that metatextual factors are important or relevant seems to 

be implicit in the very fact that discussions of the poem do so often note that his wife was alive 

when he wrote it. Haruo Shirane is one of those who makes note of this, before asking:  
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Why then the constant emphasis by North American haiku poets on direct personal experience? 

The answer to this is historically complex, but it should be noted that the haikai that preceded 

Basho was almost entirely imaginary or fictional haikai. Much of it was so imaginary that it was 

absurd, and as a result it was criticized by some as ‘nonsense’ haikai. [3] 

 

 

Personally, I find it difficult to see much value in haiku that are nonsensical or absurd. I have 

more interest in imaginary or fictional haiku with some sort of narrative thread or purpose, 

although my interest there is still rather limited. More to the point, though, what Buson is doing 

in his ‘dead wife’s comb’ haiku seems to me something quite distinct from the purely imaginary 

or fictional.  

 

What Buson is up to here is essentially gilding the lily. I would guess that the haiku came about 

through actually treading on his wife’s comb; it would seem odd for it to have occurred to him 

any other way. He would then have begun formulating the haiku, considering it from a first-

person perspective; at some point in this process, though, he must have recognized that there 

would be more pathos to be wrung from the scenario if the wife were dead! He is therefore 

offering up a gaudier, more emotive version of the true experience – almost a Disnification of it. 

I refer to this kind of haiku as genetically modified (GM) haiku.  

 

In a GM haiku there is a simple trade-off between veracity and literary merit, forfeiting a little of 

the former for a gain in the latter. Why do I feel uncomfortable about this trade-off? Certainly, it 

seems to violate my understanding of what a haiku is; for me a haiku is most comparable with a 

diary entry or a photograph. The comparison with a diary seems a fairly obvious one. In a diary, 

unless it is deliberately fictional, it would be utterly banal to distort an account of one’s 

experience to make it more interesting. Diaries may include inaccuracies, errors and even 

delusions, but none of these are distortions, as long as they are written by the diarist in good 

faith, according to his or her conscience.  

 

The comparison with photographs is perhaps more interesting. It yields the analogy that GM 

haiku are the equivalent of retouching or Photoshopping an image. People will differ in the 

degree to which they object to manipulation of images, and the context has some bearing on this 

– manipulating news photographs is generally considered a more dubious practice than 

retouching fashion images (although even for the latter it is not uncommon to read media 

coverage affecting outrage at too crass an instance of Photoshopping).  

 

Nature photography probably comes closer in spirit and subject matter to haiku than any other 

kind of photography. Imagine a photograph of a landscape featuring an owl gliding above a  
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meadow. Now suppose the photographer decides the sky in the background is too plain, and it 

will look a lot better as a sunset. Depending on how skilled he is, this manipulation may or may 

not be discernible to the viewer. Supposing it is discernible, would that be sufficient to mar the 

image for you? If so, to what degree? And if it is not discernible, does this make the image as 

valuable as an identical image taken with no manipulation? My contention is that the 

manipulation matters regardless of whether it is discernible – although it is undoubtedly worse if 

it is. But the act of manipulation itself seems vulgar to me. It is a form of corruption, by 

deliberately making the natural unnatural. The photographer may object that he saw just such a 

sunset in the same place the previous day. Therefore, the image is a ‘natural’ one in that it is 

plausible: the sunset on his photograph is a hypothetical one. Yet as each moment is unique in 

time and space, conflating two separate moments is never natural, no matter how plausible or 

undetectable it may seem. The very act of making a value judgement as to whether a distortion is 

plausible must entail an understanding that there are degrees of plausibility, but even the highest 

degree of plausibility falls short of fidelity to the experience itself.  

 

In applying these principles to haiku, my contention is not that GM haiku run the risk of being 

absolutely vulgar or banal, as I recognize that haiku do not bear a burden of veracity in quite the 

same way as a diary does, or even a photograph. I still admire Buson’s haiku about his dead 

wife’s comb, for example; its lack of veracity mars it slightly, rather than ruining it entirely. The 

degree to which a GM haiku seems flawed by vulgarity of banality is also perhaps proportional 

to its plausibility. Furthermore, I don’t mean to castigate those writers who do unashamedly 

write GM haiku, as their ranks include at least one writer I admire very highly in Michael Dylan 

Welch. In his stimulating essay ‘A Moment in the Sun: When is a Haiku? [4] he notes:  

poetic license includes shaping the ‘now’ of the poem to achieve the best literary effect, provided 

that the poem still remains or feels authentic for the reader. Here’s a poem of mine that many 

readers have resonated with over the years:  

 

spring breeze— 

the pull of her hand 

as we near the pet store  

 

I share this poem in my haiku workshops, and nearly everyone responds by saying that they 

picture a child. No child is mentioned in this poem, yet a child is just what I want readers to 

imagine. I think that happens because of specific edits to elements of the experience. What 

‘really’ happened was that it was my girlfriend, in November, and she was eager to get to a 

coffee shop (in Palo Alto, California) because it was cold out. And so she pulled a little ahead of 

me, and it was the pull of her hand that arrested me … In that small motion, I felt her eagerness,  
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her urgency, and I wanted to record that. It felt more right to me to make it spring, which seemed 

closer to youthful enthusiasm. And to match the exuberance of spring, I made the destination a 

pet store instead of a coffee shop. These revisions all came quickly and intuitively. 

 

 

As with Buson’s comb haiku, I begin by admiring the haiku. But compare it with what would be 

its ‘real-life’ equivalent what I will call the ‘organic’ version:  

 

November breeze— 

the pull of her hand 

as we near the coffee shop  

 

On a ‘face value’ appraisal, I want to be able to say the organic haiku is as good as the GM 

haiku. In truth I’m not sure it is; but it seems to me a close thing. Certainly the coffee shop seems 

to suit November in a way that the pet shop suits spring; each haiku seems right, on its own 

terms. What is also certain is that almost no one could detect the GM haiku as a GM haiku. It is 

utterly plausible. As noted above, in a way this makes its lack of veracity less of an issue; and yet 

for me that somehow seems all the more troubling. It is an expert retouching job.  

 

If the retouching is troubling to me, that is, in a sense, merely my problem. It is obviously not a 

crime, and I don’t mean to conflate veracity with authorial integrity; the very fact that Michael 

draws attention to his writing practices and openly declares that he has distorted some of them 

for literary effect mitigates the troublesomeness. Knowing all this actually modifies my 

understanding of the frame of reference when reading Michael’s haiku (a concept I shall return 

to below). Yet it does not altogether negate the troublesomeness; I still want to know, with each 

haiku, whether it is a GM haiku (what Michael calls a ‘pastiche’ [5]) or direct experience. 

Michael himself seems to acknowledge that this is an issue of some relevance, as he entertains 

the question of whether the pet shop haiku would have been a better haiku if it had actually 

happened. [6] 

 

This is a question each reader will need to decide for him/herself. Of course, no one else need 

share my view of haiku as being like diaries or photographs. You may regard haiku as poems 

like any other kind of poem. And poetry in general is, in fact, something of a special case in 

terms of its burden of veracity: the poet is free to write pure fiction, pure autobiography (or 

biography, journalism, polemic, etc.), or even a mixture of the two, and need not advertise what 

he or she is doing from one poem to the next. Some of the best individual volumes of poetry, for 

me, are those that combine as great a variety as possible in terms of subject matter, register, 

language and rhythm, as well as exactly how they correspond to the world. Why should this not 

apply equally to haiku? Unlike some, I do regard haiku as a kind of poetry, rather than something  
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separate from either poetry or prose. But if there is any single thing that distinguishes haiku from 

other forms of poetry it is the length, or rather the lack of it. Haiku must be very short. Beyond a 

certain length, even if they fulfil every other criterion that you associate with haiku, they are no 

longer haiku; they may be tanka, or something else entirely.  

 

The relevance of this is that haiku do not have sufficient length to establish a frame of reference 

within a single poem. So-called ‘mainstream’ poetry is able to establish its own frame of 

reference in every poem indeed, it has to. It may go a long way towards doing so even with the 

title alone (while haiku lack even a title). But a poem need not establish its frame of reference 

with the title, nor in the opening of the poem; it may be only at the close of the poem that you 

understand it. However, if it fails to establish its frame of reference at any point, I would contend 

that it is likely to be flawed in the same way as a GM haiku is flawed.  

 

To say it is flawed is not to say that it is failed; it may even be a very good poem, one that you 

like very much without understanding what it is about. A further caveat is that there is perhaps 

no poem of any kind that is not flawed in some way. However, failing to establish a frame of 

reference seems to me such a major limitation that one could only get away with it in a very few 

poems; to try to make a practice of it would make for dull reading.  

 

With haiku, then, my contention is that there has to be an assumed frame of reference that will be 

understood by both the author and the reader, and which can be applied to any haiku. This frame 

of reference is simply that the text should portray as clearly as possible a picture of reality – an 

unPhotoshopped, honest picture. In saying this I don’t want to seem to be greatly limiting what 

can be done with haiku; in fact nothing bores me more than the kind of paradigmatic haiku that 

one sometimes feels shoehorned into writing in order to meet the criteria of the editors of haiku 

journals in order to be published. Hence, the use of metaphor and simile are unobjectionable to 

me, as are deliberate vagueness or ambiguity, linguistic creativity, observations based on mental 

states rather than external phenomena, or haiku based on memories of events longer ago than the 

immediate past; all these things are to be encouraged. What I find troublesome is specifically any 

kind of deliberate distortion of the reality as it was perceived. Some may find the distinction 

between metaphor and distortion too subtle, but for me it is a real and important distinction. An 

honest metaphor has veracity in a way that a distortion does not. Veracity is indeed a fine-

toothed comb – and one not easily repaired, if broken underfoot.  

 

 
[1]   Translated by Haruo Shirane, from Haruo Shirane (ed.), Early Modern Japanese Literature: 

An Anthology, 1600–1900, Columbia University Press, 2002.  
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[2]  In fact I realise that Barthes’s approach has more to it than this, and is best regarded as a 

departure point that leads to more fertile ideas, such as the suggestion that an author has no 

authority in determining the meaning of a text, which I would not dispute.  

 
[3]   Haruo Shirane, ‘Beyond the Haiku Moment: Basho, Buson and Modern Haiku Myths’, 

Modern Haiku, XXXI:1 (winter-spring 2000),  

http://www.haikupoet.com/definitions/beyond_the_haiku_moment.html  

 
[4]  Michael Dylan Welch, ‘A Moment in the Sun: When is a Haiku?’, Graceguts, last revised 

2011,https://sites.google.com/site/graceguts/essays/a-moment-in-the-sun-when-is-a-haiku  

 
[5]  Michael Dylan Welch, ‘How Do You Write Haiku?’, Graceguts, last revised 2008, 

https://sites.google.com/site/graceguts/essays/how-do-you-write-haiku  

 
[6]  Personal correspondence, 2013.  
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A classic collection revisited: Mike Dillon the road behind  

 

By Matthew Paul  

 

 

the road behind by Mike Dillon, 2003  

Red Moon Press, POBox 2461, Winchester VA, 22604-1661, USA 

p.b., ISBN: 1-893959-37-6 

 

 

Of all the haiku collections I’ve read and enjoyed over the years, few , if any, have brought me 

more pleasure than this one; in fact, I’ve recommended it to several well-known haiku writers 

and lent it to another, who liked it as much as I do. So what’s so distinctively good about it? 

Well, in a word: everything. The low-key cover, from a Barnett Newman painting, and lovely 

flecked paper are attractive in themselves before one reads any of the 72 haiku, two poems and 

one haibun in the book. The title hints at mellow, slightly sad retrospection and so it proves:  

 

cold motel window:  

faraway in the dusk 

a softball game 

 

This haiku on the first page exemplifies the Dillon style: crystal-clear description; precise and 

balanced language; and a colon making a shift of scene and perhaps of time, as if ‘faraway’, 

beloved of fairy-story tellers, refers not just to physical distance but back through the years to 

childhood. Dillon’s frequent, idiosyncratic use of the colon – only six of the haiku in the book go 

without one – marks him out as a haiku poet who follows his own path instead of churning out 

the same old homogenous pap.  

 

It’s obvious from the subject-matter and expression of his haiku that Dillon is a reflective writer 

who cares passionately about his local environment: the book is rich in the fauna of the 

landscapes in and around Dillon’s home on the shores of Puget Sound in Washington: within just 

the first few pages, we have a cow herd, ‘migrating whales’, deer, osprey and this:  

 

sunset shaft 

pierces the cloud bank:  

a foal bends to the pond 

 

Again, the wording is as precise and satisfying as can be, with the colon emphasising the 

spotlight-like effect of the sun as it alights on the foal mid-action. Read aloud, the poem can truly 

be savoured for its clarity of image. At first glance, there’s not a lot going on here; but, as Doc 
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Williams put it, so much depends upon it. Dillon insists on perceiving – and drawing our 

attention to – scenes that most folk would probably find unremarkable. It’s this ability that lifts 

the quality of the haiku in the book into the highest realms.  

 

There are some (deservedly) well-known haiku in the collection, including this philosophical 

example par excellence:  

 

instead  

I came here:  

wind in the reeds 

 

It’s a cerebral haiku, for sure; one that no doubt needed a good deal of thought as to the best 

form of expression, yet it reads so naturally that the reader is grabbed by the utter beauty that’s 

presented – the sound; the movement; the sheer outdoorsy sense of aliveness that this simplest of 

pictures conveys. That – as ‘instead’ implies – it’s an alternative to some other, much less 

rewarding, but unspecified activity gives the poem added power. Stylistically, with the second 

and third lines longer than their predecessors, it’s spare, daring and as assertive a statement as 

existential nature haiku can get.  

 

And what of this?  

 

the drunk on the dock:  

a sweetness unwinds 

from his perfect cast 

 

Once more, Dillon takes a risk: that middle line, with such subject-matter, is entirely unexpected; 

and because of it the whole poem unreels in imitation of the action within it. Through alliteration 

and assonance, the first line relays the fisherman’s unsteadiness, so the triumphant splendour of 

his feat is all the more surprising. Using ‘perfect’ in a haiku might have been considered to be 

giving too much away, but here it’s natural and unobtrusive, not least because the extraordinary 

word in the poem is ‘sweetness’ – a choice of word that says as much about Dillon’s intuitive 

empathy as it does the picture he relates.  

 

Including two poems and a haibun within a book that the cover says comprises of haiku could 

have been an exercise in vanity; with Dillon, though, it feels just right. Like many of the haiku, 

the poems hark back to how things were, to moments and friendships full of joy, and the haibun 

deals sensitively and passionately with history and nature’s cycles. In so doing, they round off 

autifully this elegant and richly re-readable collection.  
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Review of Carolyn Hall the doors all unlocked  

 

by Matthew Paul  

 

 

the doors all unlocked by Carolyn Hall 

Red Moon Press, PO Box 2461, Winchester VA, 22604-1661, USA 

p.b., 102 pp., US$12 from www.redmoonpress.com  

ISBN: 978-1-936848-16-4 

 

 

As you’d expect from writer as proficient and prolific as Carolyn Hall, this, her third, haiku 

collection, dedicated to much-missed Peggy Willis Lyles, is packed with varied, high-quality 

haiku and senryu. Right from the off, Hall catches us unaware:  

 

the table legs 

uneven  

first spring day  

 

Here, the almost trite observation of the legs’ unevenness is rendered significant by the implied 

comparison with the change in seasons, when the weather and one’s biorhythms are more often 

than not unpredictable and, indeed, uneven; and by the irregular layout of the poem – 

long/short/long instead of the more orthodox short/long/short. Whilst a first glance at this haiku 

may lead one to put a caesura after ‘uneven’, a subsequent reading makes one realise that the 

second line can be read as a hinge, i.e. as a descriptor of both the nouns.  

 

In another haiku, Hall uses synaesthesia to good effect:  

 

telephoto lens –  

the loon’s call 

comes into focus 

 

Of course, it is not the call itself that comes into view, but its source; and Hall perfectly and 

wittily captures that happy birdwatching moment when a lens alights upon such a source – in this 

case a very beautiful diver.  

 

Hall is highly adept at traditional haiku, such as this:  

 

  

http://www.redmoonpress.com/
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chimney smoke 

deep in the lily’s throat 

autumn dusk 

 

Here we have a perfect unity between the elements that make up this universally appealing 

crepuscular scene: again, a (this time more obvious) hinge line; a mixture of unmentioned but 

implied colours (the dark smoke merging with the colours of the lily’s exterior and interior and 

with those of the sky as it fades into darkness); a comparison between the chimney and the 

flower’s throat; the end rhyme of the first two lines; alliteration between ‘deep’ and ‘dusk’; and 

the assonance of those wispy ‘k’s in ‘smoke’ and ‘dusk’. In all, this is a timeless picture, 

beautifully rendered.  

 

Hall is expert, too, at writing poems that achieve that fine balance between the haiku and senryu 

ends of what Dee Evetts once aptly described as a spectrum:  

 

winter solstice 

he takes our walk 

without me 

 

morning drizzle 

the junk man collects 

the last of her things 

 

These are powerful poems by any standard; simply but superbly expressed. In the first of them, 

the kigo and the pronoun use underscore, and thereby enhance, the understated sadness of the 

scene. In the second – one of several fine poems in the collection that (presumably) concern the 

death of Hall’s mother – the five one-syllable words of the last line convey the feeling of 

bereavement far more effectively than any explicitly emotional vocabulary could have done.  

 

Hall also has a tendency to write some haiku that are tanka-like, wherein a statement of mind or 

emotion, or an abstract noun or thought, is juxtaposed with (usually) an observation of nature. In 

the English-language haiku ‘world’, it’s an increasingly widespread, and rather aggravating 

tendency, I find, since too often the different elements seem like they’ve been thrown together 

randomly to see what happens when the dust falls. Here are four such examples:  

 

I let him 

remember it his way –  

spring gust 
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I don’t know 

a soul at this picnic – 

         damselflies  

 

altered memories 

birdsong tugging 

at the sky 

 

how to sate this hunger winter sky 

 

This is an interesting quartet of poems, but to my mind, they vary considerably in quality and 

effectiveness. As arguably the best, and best-known, of them, ‘I let him’ certainly has within its 

first two lines a knowing and double-edged – i.e. humorous but simultaneously serious – take on 

the complexities of a loving relationship that makes for quirky and attractive reading; but how do 

those lines relate to the other element of the poem? One could argue that any nature-based kigo 

could, without too much thought, be chucked in to fill the space of the third line without 

adversely affecting the allure of the first two lines, so why has Hall used this one? Well, of 

course, it could just be an accurate representation of Hall’s firsthand experience; but the chances 

are, I suspect, that she put an awful lot of thought into it. So far from being a throwaway 

addition, ‘spring gust’ was probably selected because: it is a short phrase that contrasts well with 

the long second line and mirrors the brevity of the first line; and, moreover, that the gust implies 

a comparison with a degree of hot air in the words that ‘he’ has just uttered.  

 

‘I don’t know’ is less successful in that its out-loud expression of the protagonist’s thoughts 

contains a clichéd idiom and because the appearance of the apparently unconnected ‘damselflies’ 

makes the intuitive leap for the reader in trying to gauge the whole poem more difficult than 

might normally be the case. Perhaps it’s simply a matter that the protagonist is too shy to strike 

up a conversation with any of the strangers and prefers instead to focus on the beauty of the 

damselflies. One could argue that that open-endedness adds value to the poem. For me, though, it 

seems a little forced, as though the two elements of the poem are stitched together too loosely.  

 

The third example is weaker still, with the non-specific abstraction of the first line set against, or 

in comparison with, an odd expression. Presumably the use of ‘tugging / at the sky’ here is 

shorthand for something like ‘calls down other birds from the sky’, but it isn’t clear to me. I’m 

all for the use of ambiguity as a tool in haiku when handled judiciously, but in this instance, as in 

several in the collection, the meaning isn’t sufficiently clear to engage me.  
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Similarly, ‘how to sate…’ seems too reliant on the reader projecting her or his own concept of 

‘hunger’ – i.e. for food, companionship, love, sex, or whatever – since the poem steadfastly 

refuses to disclose its mystery; and that sense is only exacerbated by the nondescript presence of 

‘winter sky’ that seems, but one cannot be sure, to be implying a feeling of bleakness.  

 

Despite my grumbles regarding that tendency, the book does nevertheless have more than 

enough variety of form and content in haiku of genuine depth and excellence to invite repeated 

readings. I’ll leave with a couple of haiku that speak very eloquently for themselves, including 

one that exemplifies how the statement tendency can work well when expressed originally and 

insightfully:  

 

dogwood blossoms 

Mom’s ashes 

lighter than expected 

 

Dad’s forgotten 

what I never knew –  

fresh-fallen snow 
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Review of Margaret Chula Just This  

 

By Susan Constable  

 

 

 
 

Just This, a collection of tanka by Margaret Chula,  

Mountains and Rivers Press, Eugene, Oregon, 2013,  

92 pages; 8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, perfect bound. 

Price $16.00 from the publisher at  

http://mountainsandriverspress.org/Home.aspx  

ISBN 978-0-9793204-9-1 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Just This is Margaret Chula’s second full-length tanka collection. Visually attractive, both inside 

and out, it’s comprised of 100 poems, following the Japanese tradition, and is divided into five 

sections of twenty tanka each. The book begins with an informative introduction by Ameilia 

Fielden, a well-known Australian tanka poet and translator of Japanese poetry, and concludes 

with a useful index, alphabetically arranged by first lines.  

 

Each section of the book begins with a waka from The Ink Dark Moon, Tanka by Women Poets 

of the Japanese Court. These poems, written by either Izumi Shikibu or Ono no Komachi, were 

translated into English by Jane Hirshfield and Mariko Aratani.  

 

The Japanese influence in Just This is apparent, not only in the translated waka, but also in 

several of Margaret’s own poems. This one, written for Murasaki Shikibu, is one of my 

favourites:  

 

growing profusely 

by her Kyoto grave 

purple murasaki berries 

I want to swallow one 

    dye my heart purple 

  

http://mountainsandriverspress.org/Home.aspx
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The indented final line substitutes for punctuation after Line 4, provides a slightly longer pause 

for the reader to contemplate what’s come before, and adds emphasis to the poem’s conclusion.  

 

Most of Margaret’s poems are written with a similar two-part structure, absolutely minimal 

punctuation, and reflect on both human life and the natural world. Having lived in Kyoto for 12 

years and with a passion for gardening and flower arranging, it’s understandable that many of her 

tanka include botanical images and scents. The following one, which actually opens the 

collection, exemplifies this structure:  

 

late summer 

in the garden 

just before dusk 

touching leaves and flowers 

as I never touched you 

 

Typical of the vast majority of her work, this tanka uses everyday language and focuses on 

common images. There’s more to it than simple description, however, for we feel the passage of 

time in the opening line and the poet’s sense of regret in the final one. Although there’s some 

room for interpretation, there’s a strong sense that death has intervened.  

 

About 25% of Margaret’s tanka use indentation to either replace punctuation or to separate two 

parts of the poem. I must admit that I don’t understand the reasons for some of the visual formats 

she employs. For instance:  

 

first date 

   at the drive-in 

     a bag of popcorn 

   between us 

all those unpopped kernels 

 

Does the arched left margin signify an arm draped around the poet’s shoulder? Or does the white 

space on the left represent the outline of the popcorn bag? Or perhaps there’s a crescent moon 

outside the car window. Two of my favourite tanka in the collection, however, use this same arc 

very effectively, in my opinion.  
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yesterday’s desires 

   what were they?  

     a vase 

   without flowers 

holds only itself 

 

months after he’s gone 

the bar of Ivory soap 

   in his bathroom 

     still holding 

the shape of his hands 

 

 

In the first one, I see the outline of the empty vase and, in the second, the edge of the bar of soap 

worn smoothly away. But it’s the simplicity of words, the clear imagery and scents, the rhythm 

and sounds, as well as the emotional aspects of these tanka that grab my attention. It’s not by 

accident that these things all come together to make a cohesive whole. It takes talent as well as a 

lot of practise to draw readers into your experience in order that they share your emotional 

response to a situation.  

 

Whether she writes about loss, grief, love, regret, or aging, Margaret does not hide behind her 

poetry. Instead, she reveals much of herself in the themes she explores. Of course, what is 

written may not be the entire truth, but since what she writes is believable, we tend to trust what 

she has to say.  

 

reaching the age 

of being ignored 

what sweet delight 

when a mockingbird 

answers my call 

 

my parents and in-laws 

moving toward senility 

suddenly 

there’s no one 

I need to impress 
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Those who have reached “a certain age” will relate to the first tanka immediately. Perhaps it 

wasn’t a mockingbird, but we know the word choice is perfect for this poem.  

 

Although the second tanka concerns the sorrow of age-related illness, Margaret takes an honest 

look at herself and shares her sense of discovery and sense of humour.  

 

Just This is a collection of tanka that makes the art of writing them look deceptively simple. 

Even though I’ve read the poems numerous times, I continue to find new insights and hidden 

metaphors. Like the collection itself, I’ll end with the title poem – a memorable tanka that leaves 

us reflecting on our past and recognizing what brings joy to our own lives. Perhaps it’s the most 

important message of all.  

 

from the garden 

a handful of lilacs 

and mint for my tea 

lilt of a Mozart concerto 

just this, just this 
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A bird-loving man: haiku and tanka – Rodney Williams 
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A bird-loving man is a poetry book to read right through at one sitting and to return to again and 

again. Perhaps this is partly due to the abundance of actual sequences, but the sensitive editorial 

sequencing of the whole over three main sections (haiku, sequences and tanka) contributes to the 

flow. A carefully chosen haibun on the theme of imminent birth to begin with and a tanka prose 

piece on the death of the author’s mother at the end serve as well-balanced bookends to the body 

of verse in between.  

 

Rodney Williams is adept at subtly implying possible narrative threads whilst blending the 

natural world with human affairs, as in these consecutive verses taken almost at random from the 

tanka section:  

 

this straight road 

beyond the next ridge 

out of line 

first her question 

then his reply 
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frosty ride – 

beneath a roadside blackwood 

on this slope 

I place a boobook owl 

made warm by morning sun  

 

Australians will immediately recognise the accuracy of the reference to the endless straight roads 

in certain parts of country in the first and the tree species and the inevitable roadkill in the 

second. Behind the tenderness of the human gesture toward the dead owl here is the awareness 

that owls wait by roadsides to prey on small, freshly injured wildlife, risking their own lives.  

 

Rodney Williams’ clearly observed and focused images, sometimes in juxtaposition with 

succinct personal reflections, allow the reader to draw metaphorical meanings from his tanka and 

haiku directly, unhindered by contrived literary metaphor or simile. Angling, we wait in suspense 

to see what’s hooked, to find at the final line that we’ve experienced the sensation of a dream 

vanishing upon waking:  

 

the float 

sucked below the surface 

bobs back up 

without a catch … 

awake again too soon  

 

The image of a swooping swallow and its reflection brings a personal recollection and reflection; 

the movement of mood in the poem swiftly dipping down into a recalled moment of emotional 

darkness parallels the literal movement of the bird:  

 

a swallow 

skims its own reflection 

beneath the bridge … 

recalling the night 

when I too might have leapt  

 

Not all of the poems are Australian-based. One gathers that Rodney Williams’ older sister, to 

whom, along with his mother, the book is dedicated, lived in America. Williams is as aware of 

the others, the animals and birds, that we share the earth with when he visits the USA, Canada 

and New Zealand as he is on his native soil. ‘Intensive Care’, one of two tanka sequences in  
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tribute to Janet, begins with a raccoon, an animal which seems to occupy a similar ecological 

niche to the Australian Brushtail Possum:  

 

raccoon 

on the garage roof below – 

at three  

in the morning 

the hospital rings once more  

 

All is noted, felt and accepted, even the somewhat startling note of what, in context, seems to be 

black humour:  

 

planning 

her mother’s funeral 

my niece hums 

The Battle Hymn 

of the Republic  

 

The sequence ends with:  

 

our last day here – 

my younger sister 

re-potting cacti 

while I plant daffodils 

in a time we’re calling fall  

 

The effect of that final line is poignant. The experience of the death of someone close to us can 

be compared to being in another country where different terminology is used for common things. 

We adapt with acceptance, but with an acute awareness of the difference it makes to us.  

 

Humour in Rodney Williams’ haiku is laconic and understated, the selected image suggesting the 

larger context, the season often implied. As a veteran teacher, Williams calmly watches the 

inevitable from the shore of a lake:  

 

school camp – 

into their own reflections 

canoes capsize  
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The Ninety Mile Beach, in Gippsland, Victoria, really is an unbroken, ninety miles long, white 

sand beach. The whimsical thought occurs that this man and dog may have been walking a very 

long time indeed:  

 

an old man 

walking an old dog – 

Ninety Mile Beach 

 

It is the practice of graziers to get a group together to go up into the high plains to herd wild 

horses (brumbies) every couple of years, in Spring or Summer. The stockmen’s huts remain as 

shelter for all comers year round. Does the brumby in the following haiku snort by way of 

warning to the herd or in disdain?  

 

stockman’s hut 

by the high-plains track 

a wild horse snorts 

 

There is drama, too, in the normal round of farm life. Human activity in this haiku is indicated 

simply by a flickering lamp. The scene is filmic, portending the birth of a foal and the middle-of-

night midwifery involved.  

 

barn owl blinking … 

a lamp flickers 

in the broodmare’s stall 

 

The tanka from which the book takes its title exemplifies the stance of the poet throughout: 

involved with the world of nature and with family, sharply aware of death within the context of 

life, feeling deeply but never telling the reader so and able to remain in states of perplexity and 

inconclusiveness:  

 

a bird-loving man 

in a house fond of felines … 

our daughter’s cat 

rattling the screen door 

drops a parrot at my feet 

 

A bird-loving man is a substantial collection which coheres remarkably well. In the haiku 

section alone there are 119 haiku. The poems never lapse into sentimentality or self-indulgence  
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and never heavy-handedly coerce the reader. They have the unaffected but musical cadences of 

natural speech. Though there are an equal number of haiku and tanka in the sections devoted to 

these, when we take the sequences into account, tanka far outweigh the haiku. Rodney Williams’ 

tanka once and for all put paid to the myth that tanka is necessarily a more ‘feminine’ sort of 

poem than haiku. This is a carefully crafted book that will not disappoint, with the bonus of 

Helen Timbury’s lively linocut artwork for the cover and internal illustrations.  

 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 


